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Abstract

Natural walking speed varies greatly from one individual to another. For every person that typically walks at a brisk pace, there is another who usually takes time to indulge in their surroundings. Different individuals also exhibit vastly different eye movement speeds. Moreover, these inter-individual differences persist from day to day. Why do such differences in natural movement vigor exist? Is there a localized area in the primate brain which can account for these differences? With this thesis, I present an assessment of human behavioral data with the goal of providing a better understanding of the neural underpinnings of movement vigor of the primate. Data come from three primary studies. With the first study, I present an analysis of the effect of rate of reward on saccade vigor. I show that modulation of rate of reward results in rapid modulation of saccade speed and reaction time. The second study establishes a connection between saccade vigor and choice preference during a value-based decision making task. I show that, around the time that individuals make a decision between two monetary rewards, saccade vigor is greater to the preferred option than the non-preferred counterpart. The final study provides an assessment of vigor in three different movement modalities: saccades, head movements, and reaching movements. I show that vigor of reaching movements is a reliable predictor of vigor of head movements. Moreover, there exists a close coupling in the temporal modulation of the three movement modalities. As vigor of saccades declines within-block, vigor of head and reaching movements also declines. Taken together, these results suggest that, like impulsivity or risk preference, movement vigor may be regarded as a trait of the individual. Different individuals exhibit different baseline levels of vigor; however, movement vigor is modulated by the presence of external factors such as rate of reward and choice preference.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 SACCADIES

The term “saccade” is of French origin, referring to either the jerking of a horse’s reigns, or the flicking of a sail in the wind [1]. The first use of the word in the context of the biological sciences was with the intent of describing movement of the eye during reading or free viewing. The studies presented in this dissertation focus on both voluntary and reflexive saccades. Saccades typically exhibit a bell-shaped velocity profile. This shape results from the combination of acceleration and deceleration phases of the movement. For large saccades (greater than roughly 15 deg in size), the velocity profile becomes skewed to the right. That is, the deceleration phase becomes significantly longer than the acceleration phase. This skew of the velocity profile reflects a biological limit on the maximum velocity with which primates can execute saccades.

1.2 THE MAIN SEQUENCE OF SACCADIES

The main sequence describes the relationship between the amplitude, duration, and peak velocity of saccades. Both the duration and peak velocity change in nonlinear fashion as functions of saccade amplitude. In particular, duration increases linearly for saccades up to roughly 10 deg, before the slope changes and duration increases more steeply. Peak velocity increases linearly with amplitude up to amplitudes of 15 to 20 deg, beyond which peak velocities become asymptotically stable [2]. In the late 20th century, most scientists regarded the main sequence as the sole contributor to variability in saccadic speed. In [2], the authors state that “the width of the controller signal determines the saccadic amplitude and also, because of the main sequence relationship, the duration and peak velocity of the saccade.”
Since then, many works have tried to explain why such a main sequence relationship exists. In particular, Harris and Wolpert [3] showed that a model which placed a cost on the endpoint variability of the saccade could account for the nonlinear main sequence relationship of speed and size. They showed that signal-dependent noise in the motor command for saccade generation imposed a tradeoff between movement duration and accuracy. This tradeoff explained the shape of the main sequence of saccades. Other works, such as that of van Beers [4], studied the sources of variability of saccades in more detail. He showed that in addition to signal-dependent noise, both constant motor noise and sensory noise contributed to the variability inherent in saccade execution. He also showed that variability in size, duration, and peak velocity was relatively constant for saccades in different directions.

It wasn’t until the early 21st century that studies began to consider contributions to saccade variability other than sensorimotor noise. One of the first works to do so was that of Takikawa and colleagues [5]. The authors showed that expectation of reward to be obtained at completion of the saccade influenced the kinematics of the eye movement. In particular, Takikawa and colleagues presented a series of trials to monkeys (macaca fuscata) during which most trials went unrewarded, but roughly 25% of trials were followed with juice reward. The monkeys’ saccades were both faster and quicker (i.e. lower reaction time) to the rewarded targets. Curiously, these faster movements were executed with less variability in saccade amplitude, and a lower rate of movement execution errors. This data suggested that, in the context of reward, the speed-accuracy tradeoff did not apply to execution of saccades in primates.

Another more recent work by Xu-Wilson and colleagues showed a similar effect of expectation of reward on saccade kinematics in humans [6]. In that work, the authors instructed participants to make reflexive saccades to targets placed 15 deg apart. For a brief period of 500 ms, the target changed to one of four pictures: an object, a face, an inverted face, or pixilation noise. After the saccade was completed, the participants were shown the image that had been
promised. Whereas saccade amplitude was not affected by the image type, saccade peak velocity was higher to the faces than to the objects or visual noise. There was no effect of image type on reaction time. In that work the authors also noted a steady decline in saccade peak velocity during each block. This decline in velocities was consistent with the notion that the value of the stimulus decreased with repetition.

As mentioned previously, Takikawa et al. [5] found that faster saccades were also more accurate than slower saccades. How could this be? A more recent work investigated the speed-accuracy tradeoff in saccades. Manohar and colleagues [7] devised a task in which human participants were asked to make a saccade to a target after avoiding a distractor target. The maximum reward offered was placed on the viewing screen at the beginning of the trial. Participants were rewarded as a function of reaction time, with longer reaction times yielding lower reward (monetary, in pence). The authors found that, after grouping trials post-hoc according to maximum reward amount, participants exhibited a speed-accuracy tradeoff; that is, longer reaction times were accompanied by higher success rates. However, the entire speed-accuracy tradeoff curve was shifted based on the maximum reward to be obtained. On trials with higher reward amount, participants were both faster and more accurate. This data suggested that humans could execute saccades with both lower reaction times and higher success rates when promised with reward.

1.3 **NEURAL BASIS OF VIGOR**

Both the speed and reaction time of saccades change with reward context. What is the neural basis of these changes in saccade execution? Kawagoe and colleagues studied the effect of reward expectation on saccade execution and neural activity in the caudate nucleus (CN) [8]. They found, as in [5], that expectation of juice reward modulated the speed and reaction times of saccades performed by macaque monkeys (macaca fuscata). In addition, they found that expectation of reward modulated firing rates of neurons in CN. Most of the neurons that the
authors analyzed exhibited firing rates that were facilitated by expectation of reward. When the rewarded target was switched from one location to another at a set break, cell activity adapted to the new reward context very quickly. To further establish the relationship between saccade speed and CN firing rate, Itoh and colleagues [9] calculated a correlation coefficient for trials with identical expectation of reward. They found that, at constant reward, some neurons exhibited an increased firing rate with increased saccade velocity. This lent further validity to the notion that CN firing rate was related to the motivational state of the monkey.

The vigor with which a saccade is performed is associated with activity of ‘build-up’ cells in the intermediate layers of the superior colliculus (SC) [10]. When a saccade is planned toward a location that falls within the receptive field of a superior colliculus cell, the upcoming saccade displays greater vigor if that cell fires more strongly during the period before the saccade. This build-up activity is partly under the control of cells in an output nucleus of basal ganglia, the substantia nigra pars reticulata (SNr). SNr cells constantly inhibit SC, but generally pause before a movement [11] [12]. More vigorous saccades are associated with a deeper pause in the firing rates of SNr cells [13], and reward itself is known to modulate the depth of this pause [11]. Indeed, saccadic vigor is increased by blocking the SNr-SC inhibition [12]. Therefore, control of vigor is partly a function of the basal ganglia.

Within the basal ganglia, some cells in the caudate influence the discharge of SNr neurons directly, while other cells do so indirectly via their projections to the external segment of globus pallidus (GPe). Caudate cells receive dopamine projections and generally fire more before a rewarding saccade [8]. Onset of a stimulus that promises reward results in a burst of dopamine [14], which is followed by a more vigorous saccade [15]. Indeed, chronic reduction in the concentration of dopamine in the caudate reduces saccade vigor by around 30% [16]. GPe cells inhibit SNr and fire more strongly preceding a more vigorous saccade, and bilateral lesion of this region eliminates the ability of the animal to modulate saccade vigor in response to changes in
reward [15]. Therefore, control of vigor is partly associated with the amount of dopamine in the basal ganglia, modulating activity of caudate and affecting the depth of pause in the SNr.

One of the primary symptoms of Parkinson’s disease is a compromise of the ability to make fast, accurate movements. As mentioned previously, Manohar et al. [7] found that the presence of reward shifted the speed-accuracy tradeoff curve of healthy participants. They also analyzed this tradeoff in PD patients. They found slower saccade speeds and longer reaction times. Crucially, the amount of reward offered did not affect the patients’ motor performance as it did in the healthy age-matched controls. The authors argued that their findings suggested reduced reward sensitivity in PD patients.

In a more recent work, Panigrahi and colleagues used a mouse model of Parkinson’s disease to study the relationship between the presence of dopamine and movement vigor [17]. They found that the neural representation of forelimb movements is the dorsal striatum was altered by the progressive depletion of dopamine neurons (PDD). The number of neurons with a significant modulation of activity at movement onset was much greater in wild type mice than in dopamine compromised mice. Administration of oral Levodopa to the compromised mice improved their rate of movements, and increased the vigor of those movements. In summary, dopaminergic input the dorsal striatum appeared to play a role in the ability of the striatum to mediate changes in movement vigor.

1.4 OUTLINE

This thesis is devoted to a better understanding of the neural underpinnings of vigor of movements in humans. During my time in the lab the past seven years, I have worked with many colleagues, both students and postdocs. One thing that I noted was the vast differences across individuals in vigor of typing. Some lab mates typed very rapidly, seemingly with great haste and even greater purpose. In contrast, others typed softly and methodically. Perhaps more interestingly, these differences persisted across weeks, months, and years. Why do such
consistent differences in movement vigor exist?

In this dissertation, I investigate differences in natural movement vigor across individuals. I show that there are great differences in baseline levels of movement vigor. However, vigor depends upon the context of the study, and the reward landscape. The first portion of this dissertation focuses on the effects that the reward landscape has on movement vigor. Chapter 2 presents the effect of inter-trial interval (ITI) on movement vigor, in particular reaction time and peak velocity. I show that movement vigor changes sharply in response to a change in rate of reward. Reaction time becomes shorter, and peak velocity higher. Chapter 3 presents an analysis of the effects of monetary reward offerings on saccade vigor. I show that choice preference for one reward over another is manifest in saccade vigor at the time of decision. In addition, saccade vigor tracks the decision making process, with a steep drop in vigor once a decision is made. Finally, Chapter 4 presents changes in movement vigor during a head-free gaze shift and reaching task. The objective of the final chapter is twofold: 1. Analyze conservation of movement vigor within an individual, across movement modalities; and 2. Assess modulation of movement vigor as a function of time, to determine if changes in saccade vigor are accompanied by changes in reaching movement and head movement vigor.
2 EVIDENCE FOR HYPERBOLIC TEMPORAL DISCOUNTING OF REWARD IN CONTROL OF MOVEMENTS

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Temporal discounting of reward is a ubiquitous phenomenon in decision making. Across many types and magnitudes of reward, multiple timescales, and various species, small, immediate rewards are often preferred over larger, delayed rewards. Mathematically, temporal discounting of reward may be described in terms of a multiplicative discount function:

\[ V(t_o + t) = V(t_o)F(t) \] (2.1)

In Eq. (2.1), reward value at current time \( t_o \) is discounted by a function \( F(t) \) to produce value at time \( t_o + t \), with \( F(0) = 1 \). The two most common forms of \( F(t) \) that have been used to describe discounting are exponential

\[ F(t) = \exp(-kt) \] (2.2)

and hyperbolic

\[ F(t) = 1 / (1 + \beta t) \] (2.3)

For example, exponential temporal discounting is routinely used in a form of reinforcement learning known as temporal difference learning [18], which provides a prominent theory of learning in the basal ganglia [19]. Exponential discounting has also been suggested in models of human decision making [20]. Hyperbolic discounting, however, is more consistent with behavioral data in humans [21] and monkeys [22]. While it is clear that the brain temporally discounts reward, the exact shape of this function is not entirely clear. Perhaps more significantly, the reason why temporal discounting occurs at all is poorly understood.
Recently we proposed that the way the brain discounts reward may have implications for control of movements [23]. Suppose that a movement is made with the purpose of acquiring some rewarding state that has value $V(t_o) = a$. In this framework, the duration of the movement acts as a delay in acquiring reward. Performing a movement slowly diminishes the value of reward upon its acquisition (movement end), making it preferable to move quickly. Fast movements, however, are more variable [24] [25], reducing the probability of success for the movement. Therefore, the expected value of a stimulus that is acquired after some movement duration $\tau$ is affected by two factors: probability of successfully acquiring the stimulus $P[\text{success}|\tau]$, which increases with duration $\tau$, and temporal discounting of reward value $F(\tau)$, which decreases with duration $\tau$:

$$E[\text{reward}|\tau] = aP[\text{success}|\tau]F(\tau).$$

Thus, if the objective for the brain is to produce movements that maximize the expected value of reward, then movement speed and duration or, collectively, vigor should be a balance between the competing concerns of time and variability.

However, our proposed link between temporal discounting in motor control and decision making is tenuous: the movements that we are considering (saccades) are tens of milliseconds in duration. Why should a few milliseconds make a meaningful difference in the value of reward? Here, we show that one interpretation of hyperbolic temporal discounting is that the brain selects actions so as to maximize the rate of reward. This idea leads to a novel prediction about how the brain should select vigor in response to changes in the inter-trial interval between movements. We propose that rate of reward provides a unifying principle that governs control of movements in timescale of milliseconds, as well as decision making in timescales of seconds to years.
2.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

Our concern is the general question of why movements have their specific kinematic properties, i.e., why movements of a given amplitude have a particular duration and velocity. Here, we present a novel framework for considering the influence of temporal discounting of reward on movement vigor. Our focus is on saccades, as numerous theories have been proposed to explain the kinematic patterns of these simple movements, enabling us to focus on the question of how temporal discounting influences choice of movement vigor. Our principal new theoretical result, presented in the Results section, is that the shape of the discount function should leave its signature in how the brain alters saccadic vigor in response to changes in inter-trial intervals between saccades. We will first present the computational methods that we used to study the theoretical relationship between movement vigor and temporal discount functions, and then the experiments that we performed to test some of the predictions.

2.2.1 Model of eye plant

We modeled the oculomotor plant as a second order dynamical system:

\[ m\ddot{x} = -kx - b\dot{x} + f. \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.5)

In this equation, \( \dot{x} \) is the lateral deviation from the equilibrium point of the eye, \( m \) is the inertia of the eye, \( k \) is stiffness, \( b \) is viscosity, and \( f \) is the instantaneous force generated by the extra-ocular muscles, which act as a first-order linear filter of the motor command \( u \):

\[ \gamma\dot{f} = -f + u. \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.6)
Here, $\gamma$ is a time-constant that determines how quickly motor commands are transmitted into forces. If we represent the full state of the plant by the vector $x = [x, \dot{x}, f]^T$, the dynamics can be more compactly expressed in continuous time as:

$$\dot{x} = A_c x + b_c u$$

(2.7)

with $A_c = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 1 & 0 \\ -k/m & -b/m & 1/m \\ 0 & 0 & -1/\gamma \end{bmatrix}$ and $b_c = \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ 0 \\ 1/\gamma \end{bmatrix}$. As with our previous work [23], we set the parameters of the eye plant to match the three timescales described by Robinson et al. [26]:

$\tau_1 = 0.224$, $\tau_2 = 0.013$, $\tau_3 = 0.004$ sec. This can be achieved by setting $k = 1$, $b = \tau_1 + \tau_2$, $m = \tau_1 \tau_2$, and $\gamma = \tau_3$. These equations were converted into discrete-time using matrix exponentials for a time step $\Delta$ of 0.1ms:

$$x_{t+\Delta} = Ax_t + bu_t.$$  

Next, we added signal dependent $\varepsilon_t \sim N(0, \kappa^2u^2\Delta)$ and non-signal dependent $\chi_t \sim N(0, \lambda^2\Delta)$ noise to the model:

$$x_{t+\Delta} = Ax_t + b(u_t + \varepsilon_t + \chi_t)$$

(2.8)

as described by van Beers [4]. It is difficult to reliably estimate the magnitude of signal-dependent noise from empirical data due to the many potential sources of variability in eye movements, although constant noise is more reliably inferred [4]. We therefore set $\lambda = 0.0075$ kg m s$^{-2}$ to match the horizontal endpoint variability reported in that work, and left the magnitude of signal-dependent noise $\kappa$ as an open parameter.
To extend this 1-dimensional model to a more realistic 2-dimensional one, we assumed independent vertical and horizontal components of the eye, with independent sources of noise. Following [4], we scaled variability in the vertical direction by a factor of 1.14 to reflect the sparser innervation of muscles in that direction relative to horizontal. Our experiments presented targets approximately along the horizontal axis. As a result, the magnitude of signal dependent noise introduced for the vertical component of movement was found to be negligible for all movements we considered and we therefore included only signal-independent variability along this axis. We used this 2-dimensional plant model in all subsequent simulations.

2.2.2 Making saccades to maximize probability of success

Suppose that success or failure of a point-to-point movement such as a saccade is determined by whether or not the location of the effector at the end of the movement falls within a specified goal region. The probability of success depends on the distribution of the effector endpoints. For our linear system with Gaussian additive and multiplicative noise (Eq. 2.8), for a movement of duration $\tau$, the endpoint distribution for any sequence of motor commands $u_0, \ldots, u_{\tau-1}$ is Gaussian. Suppose that, in 1 dimension, for a particular sequence of motor commands the end position $x_\tau$ of the saccade has a distribution with mean $\mu$ and variance $\sigma^2$. If the target of the movement is at location $a$ with respect to the fovea, and the fovea has width $w$, then the probability of success (i.e., acquiring reward) is defined as:

$$P[\text{success}] = \int_{a-\frac{w}{2}}^{a+\frac{w}{2}} \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi\sigma^2}} \exp\left(-\frac{(x_\tau - \mu)^2}{2\sigma^2}\right) dx_\tau.$$  

(2.9)

We assumed that $w=1^\circ$ (approximate width of the fovea). If we assume that the mean of the endpoint distribution is aligned with the target center, the probability of success becomes:
\[ P[\text{success}] = \text{erf} \left( \frac{w}{2\sqrt{2}\sigma^2} \right). \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.10)

In 2-dimensions, we made the simplifying assumption that the overall probability of success was given by a product of the corresponding probabilities of success along the horizontal and vertical axes (effectively assuming that the target was a $1^\circ \times 1^\circ$ square).

For a given target position, we needed to compute the probability of success as a function of duration $\tau$. To do so, for a given $\tau$ we found the motor commands that maximized the probability of success. This was achieved by finding the motor commands that minimized endpoint variance with the constraint that the mean of the endpoint distribution was at the target position at time $\tau$ and remained there for a further 50ms hold period. We solved this constrained optimization problem analytically using Lagrange multipliers.

2.2.3 Discounting probability of success

How does one decide the vigor with which to perform a movement? A simple hypothesis is that we choose the motor commands that maximize probability of success (Eq. 2.10) [27]. However, as we will see, generating motor commands that maximize probability of success produces movement durations that agree with observed data on small amplitude saccades, but fail for large amplitude saccades. Our theory proposes that this failure is because reward does not have a constant value as a function of time. Rather, reward is discounted as a function of movement duration $\tau$ by a temporal discount function $F(\tau)$. We consider different forms for this temporal discount function (as described in Results), compute the discounted reward value, and then numerically find the movement duration that maximizes the expected value of the discounted reward function.

The value of the signal dependent noise parameter $\kappa$ is unknown and difficult to estimate. Furthermore, the duration-amplitude relationships of all models we considered were
highly sensitive to the exact value of this parameter. To generate the relationship between saccade amplitude and duration, we fit this single open parameter separately for the discounted reward model and for the maximum probability of reward model by finding the values that yielded a predicted duration of 105ms for a 30° saccade. This yielded estimates for $\kappa$ of .0066 and .0055 for the discounted reward and maximum probability of reward models, respectively. The estimate of $\kappa$ for the discounted reward model was then used directly to predict the influence of changes in inter-trial interval on movement vigor. There, we also assumed that subjects maintained an estimate of the inter-trial interval on each trial $\hat{\tau}_i$, and then updated this estimate based on the observed inter-trial interval: $\hat{\tau}_{i+1} = \hat{\tau}_i + \eta(p_i - \hat{\tau}_i)$. We set $\eta = 0.7$. We then set the inter-saccade interval in the discount function ($\delta$ in Eq. 2.15) equal to the estimated inter-trial interval plus a reaction time of 150 ms and determined the movement duration that theoretically maximized the discounted reward. Peak velocity was computed by simulating the saccade at the optimal movement duration using the motor commands that minimize the endpoint variance.

2.2.4 Experimental methods

A critical prediction of our theoretical work is that, if movement duration is determined by maximizing reward rate, then the brain should alter movement vigor in response to changes in the inter-trial interval (ITI) between movements in a particular way. Our theory suggests that alternative forms of discounting may have different characteristic patterns by which changes in ITI lead to changes in movement vigor. We performed experiments to test our predictions. All experimental procedures were approved by the Johns Hopkins Institutional Review Board.

For our main experiment, we recruited n=6 healthy volunteers (mean age 28, range 23-47, five females). Subjects sat in a dark room in front of a CRT monitor (36.5 x 27.5 cm, 1024 x 768 pixel, light grey background, frame rate 120Hz) with head restrained using either a dental
bite bar or chin and forehead rests and their left eye covered. Targets (blue, diameter = 1 deg) were presented with Matlab 7.4 (Mathworks) using the Psychophysics Toolbox. The screen was placed at a distance of 31 cm from the subject’s face, and an EyeLink 1000 (SR Research) infrared camera recording system (sampling rate = 1000 Hz) was used to record movement of the right eye.

Subjects were asked to make saccades between targets having a horizontal separation of 40°, and positioned symmetrically about the center of the screen. Each saccade was cued by the appearance of one of two possible targets, having a vertical separation of 5° between them. Including two potential targets discouraged subjects from generating predictive saccades in advance of the actual target presentation. After an initial training period, subjects completed 12 blocks of 80 trials. Each trial consisted of three parts: inter-trial interval, reaction time, and movement time. The inter-trial interval began when the subject’s gaze was within 3° of the target and ended with extinction of the current target and presentation of the next target. There were three different block types in which the inter-trial interval was varied in different ways. In the constant ITI blocks, the ITI was fixed at 1s throughout the block. In the increasing ITI blocks, the ITI was set to 1s for the first 10 trials, then was abruptly decreased to 0.4s, before slowly increasing to 1.6s over the next 60 trials, then was restored to 1s for the final 10 trials of the block. In the decreasing ITI blocks, the opposite sequence of ITIs was used, with an initial abrupt increase to 1.6s preceding a slow decrease to 0.4s. Blocks were presented in a pseudorandom sequence that was different for each individual subject.

An additional n=5 subjects (mean age 26, age range 21-47, 4 females) participated in a control experiment in which the previous target did not disappear when the new target was presented, but remained on the screen until the gaze reached the new target. Instead of two potential targets for each saccade, there was only one possible target in this control experiment.
All data analysis was completed using Matlab R2011a (Mathworks). The gaze position data were filtered using a 2\textsuperscript{nd}-order Savitzky-Golay filter with a half-width of 27 ms. Saccade beginning and end were marked using a 20-deg/sec velocity threshold. Five criteria were used to assess saccades: (1) Amplitude between 35 and 45 deg. (2) Duration between 50 and 350 ms. (3) Reaction time between 100 and 500 ms. (4) No blinking during the saccade. (5) Saccade velocity profile exhibits only one maximum. Any saccade that did not meet all 5 criteria was excluded from the analysis (about 10\% of all saccades).

Peak velocities in a given block were normalized separately for nasal (leftward) and temporal (rightward) saccades by dividing by the mean peak velocity during the first 10 trials across all blocks. The normalized peak velocity was then averaged across all four repeats per block type for each subject. Saccade duration, amplitude, and reaction time were normalized using the same method. We assessed the effect of changing ITI on the variables of interest using an analysis of covariance on data from all subjects for the middle 60 trials of each block (during which the ITI changed), with trial number serving as a continuous predictor and block type as a categorical predictor. Our hypothesis that changes in ITI should lead to changes in the kinematic properties of saccades then corresponds to a predicted interaction effect between trial number and block type.

2.3 RESULTS

An early model of saccades [3] showed that saccade trajectories for a given duration are well predicted by a model in which motor commands are selected to minimize endpoint variance in the presence of signal-dependent noise (term $\mathcal{E}_i$ in Eq. 2.8). That idea is equivalent to finding motor commands that maximize the probability of success for a given duration. However, the question of how movement durations are selected was not addressed. A more recent work [4] empirically demonstrated that in addition to signal dependent noise, the oculomotor plant suffers from non-
signal dependent noise (term $\chi_t$ in Eq. 2.8). The non-signal dependent noise acts as a natural cost that penalizes movement durations: the longer the duration of the movement, the greater the endpoint variance due to accumulation of this kind of noise. The impact of non-signal dependent noise grows monotonically with saccade duration, producing a greater penalty for longer durations of movement. Therefore, if one assumes that the objective is to maximize probability of success (or, equivalently minimize endpoint variance), then one can compute the optimal movement duration for any given saccade amplitude [27].

We adopted a model of the oculomotor plant based on previous publications [26] [4]. For reasons which we explain below, we used a value of $\kappa = 0.0066$ for the signal-dependent noise magnitude in our simulations. Using this model, we computed the probability that at the end of a 10° saccade the target would be placed on the fovea (Figure 2-1A, top subplot). Increasing movement duration initially increases the probability of success (this is because of the diminishing impact of signal-dependent noise). However, as movement durations become long, the probability of success tends to decline (this is because of the increasing influence of non-signal dependent noise). Therefore, if the objective is to maximize probability of success, a 10° saccade should last approximately 56ms, a prediction that falls within the range of durations measured for actual saccades of that amplitude [28].
Figure 2-1: The main sequence was predicted by a model built on hyperbolic discounting of reward. A. Upper panel: we computed probability of success (probability that the motor commands will place the target on the fovea) for a 10° saccade as a function of movement duration. Signal-dependent noise magnitude was set to $K = 0.0066$. Movement duration that maximizes probability of success is indicated by the vertical line. Lower panel: expected discounted value of the reward attained at the completion of the saccade (blue line) under the assumption that reward is discounted hyperbolically in time (red line). The temporal discount function is $F(\tau) = 1 / (1 + \tau)$. For a 10° saccade, the movement duration that maximizes the probability of success is similar to that which maximizes the expected value of reward. B. Same as part A but for a 40° saccade. For this saccade amplitude, the movement duration that maximizes the expected value of reward is much shorter than one that maximizes the probability of success. C. Relationship between saccade amplitude and saccade duration predicted by maximum probability of success hypothesis (green), and maximum expected value of reward hypothesis (red and blue). For the expected value of reward hypothesis, durations that maximize hyperbolically discounted expected rewards are shown in red, and durations that maximize exponentially discounted expected rewards are shown in blue. For hyperbolic discounting, $F(\tau) = 1 / (1 + \tau)$. For exponential discounting, $F(\tau) = \exp(-\tau)$. Also plotted are experimental data from [28] (filled circles; vertical bars indicate ±1 std.). The dashed green line indicates predictions of the maximum probability of success model under a noise model fitted to generate accurate predictions for a 40° saccade ($K = 0.0055$).
Figure 2-1B (top subplot) shows the probability of success for a saccade of 40° amplitude. Under the maximum probability of success hypothesis, a 40° saccade has duration of about 200ms, a value that far exceeds that of observed data (around 135ms). As the saccade amplitude increases further, the optimal duration begins to increase at an increasing rate and rapidly becomes unrealistic. Therefore, whereas maximizing probability of success under these noise properties produces durations that match observed data for small amplitudes, this policy grossly over-estimates saccade durations for large amplitudes (Figure 2-1C). The reason for this failure is that the variance due to signal-independent noise saturates at around 200-300ms. Increasing saccade duration beyond this point carries little additional cost from signal-independent noise, but continues to reduce the impact of signal-dependent noise – particularly for large amplitude saccades. This characteristic is independent of the particular value of $\kappa$ used in our simulations. The dashed line in Figure 2-1C shows the predicted durations given a value of $\kappa = 0.0055$, which was chosen so that maximizing the probability of reward of a 40° saccade yielded a correct prediction of 135ms. Even for this optimized parameter, large amplitude saccades are predicted to have unrealistically long durations. If instead we were to fix $\kappa$ based on the duration of larger amplitude saccades, the predictions for lower amplitude saccades become unrealistically short. As a result, we find that saccade durations are inconsistent with a policy that maximizes probability of success.

2.3.1 Temporal discounting of reward

Consider the possibility that the value of the stimulus is not constant as a function of time, but is discounted. As a result, the expected value of the stimulus at movement completion depends on two factors (Eq. 2.4): probability of success, and a temporal discount function $F(\tau)$ which describes change in stimulus value during the movement. Let us show that a policy that maximizes the expected discounted value of reward reproduces the observed amplitude-duration relationship.
Suppose that stimulus value is discounted hyperbolically $F(\tau) = \frac{1}{(\beta \tau + 1)}$. We set $\beta = 1s^{-1}$ (for reasons we explain below). Under our assumed noise characteristics, the optimum duration for a 10° saccade is around 54ms and for a 40° saccade, the same parameters produce an optimum saccade duration of 135ms – both offering a good agreement with observed saccade durations. Indeed, a single hyperbolic discount function can accurately reproduce saccade durations for the entire range of amplitudes of recorded data (Figure 2-1). We also considered an exponential discount function, which has general form $F(\tau) = \exp(-\lambda \tau)$. We set $\lambda = 1s^{-1}$ so that the hyperbolic and exponential discount functions would share the same gradient at $\tau = 0s$. This exponential discount model also produces realistic duration predictions for the entire range of saccade amplitudes (Figure 2-1). Therefore, saccade durations are consistent with a policy that maximizes the expected discounted value of the stimulus (Eq. 2.4).

The specific value of $\kappa = 0.0066$ for these simulations was chosen such that a 30° saccade would have an optimal duration of 105ms under a hyperbolic discounting of reward model. This value of $\kappa$ is approximately consistent with the magnitude of signal-dependent variability reported by [4]. However, given the sensitivity of our predicted durations to the details of our underlying model of saccade generation (plant properties and selection of motor commands for a given duration), we cannot be certain about the precise relationship between the discount function and saccade durations. Furthermore, this data does not allow us to dissociate between hyperbolic and exponential forms of discounting. We can, however, reject the possibility that saccade durations are selected to maximize expected undiscounted reward, since no single value of $\kappa$ could account for saccade durations across all amplitudes. Therefore, at this point we can only conclude that temporal discounting of reward plays a role in determining movement durations. The exact shape of the discount function remains unclear.
2.3.2 Temporal discounting as reward rate optimization

The results that we have presented thus far are similar to those that we saw in an earlier set of simulations [23]. In that work we assumed a cost in which movement endpoint errors were penalized with a quadratic function and movement duration was penalized through an added hyperbolic time cost. Here, we instead adopt a more natural framework in which successful movements (endpoint falling within a specified goal region) earn a positive reward and unsuccessful movements earn zero reward, regardless of the magnitude of the error. The value of reward associated with a successful movement is then discounted multiplicatively as a function of time. In addition, whereas our previous work assumed an oculomotor plant with only signal-dependent noise, we now consider a more accurate model of the oculomotor plant with both signal-dependent and signal-independent noise sources. One may argue over the relative merits of each model, but the fact is that both the current and the previous work suffer from two fundamental concerns: 1) We have merely shown that observed data on saccade durations are consistent with our temporal discounting framework. However, there may be many kinds of costs that are also consistent with this data. 2) In decision making, reward is temporally devalued over timescales of minutes, days, or years. In our model of saccades, reward is discounted over a timescale of milliseconds. It seems improbable that a few milliseconds should produce any meaningful change in the perceived value of reward. To address these concerns, we must first understand the deeper question of why the brain should discount reward at all.

A common interpretation of temporal discounting is that the risk of not getting a predicted reward increases with delay. If reward remains available for a duration that follows an exponential distribution (and reward disappearance behaves like a Poisson process), then exponential discounting maximizes the total expected reward. Such a framework can also account for hyperbolic discounting if the exponential distribution is replaced with a mixture of exponential distributions with different time constants [29]. An alternative interpretation is that
temporal discounting reflects a desire to maximize the rate of reward acquisition, rather than the absolute value of each acquired reward [30] [29] [31]. To explain this, consider a choice between an immediate reward with magnitude \( \alpha_1 \), and a larger reward \( \alpha_2 \) at some time in the future \( \tau \). If we assume that the next such decision will not occur immediately after we receive the reward, but after some average period of time \( \delta \) (due to reaction time, inter-trial interval, etc.), then the reward rates associated with each choice are

\[
R_1 = \frac{\alpha_1}{\delta} \quad R_2 = \frac{\alpha_2}{\tau + \delta}.
\]

Suppose we vary \( \alpha_2 \) and find the value for which we select the immediate but smaller reward \( \alpha_1 \) at 50% probability. According to the rate of reward theory, this indifference between the immediate but smaller reward and the delayed but larger reward is occurring because \( R_1 = R_2 \).

This condition occurs when

\[
\alpha_1 = \frac{\alpha_2}{1 + \delta^{-1} \tau}.
\]

We see that if we make choices in such a way as to maximize the rate of reward, then effectively we discount the value of the delayed reward \( \alpha_2 \) hyperbolically with a rate that depends on the average duration \( \delta \) between opportunities to earn reward. The key new idea that emerges is that hyperbolic temporal discounting arises because the underlying objective of the brain is to optimize the rate of reward \( R \) (i.e. reward per unit of time):

\[
E[R] = aP[\text{success}|\tau] \frac{1}{\tau + \delta}
\]

where \( \delta \) is the inter-movement interval, and \( \tau \) is movement duration. This is proportional to the expected hyperbolically discounted reward (Eqs. 2.3 and 2.4) when \( \beta = \delta^{-1} \). In the simulations presented in Figure 2-1, we deliberately set \( \beta \) equal to 1s\(^{-1}\), corresponding to an inter-movement
interval of 1s, roughly consistent with the experimental paradigm for the study [28] that collected the data in Figure 2-1C (although exact ITI data were not reported in that paper). That is, the specific hyperbolic temporal discount used to produce the simulations in Figure 2-1C is equivalent to Eq. (2.14) in which ITI is around 1 sec. This establishes the plausibility that the rate of reward hypothesis could in principle account for vigor of saccades.

2.3.3 Predictions of the rate of reward theory

While the above findings establish the plausibility of the rate of reward hypothesis, a far stronger prediction of this theory is that if we change the inter-saccade interval $\delta$, the brain will change the vigor of saccades. In a typical experiment one gives a sequence of targets, and the subject makes a sequence of movements to these targets. Eq. (2.14) predicts that the expected reward rate will depend on the average duration of each movement $\tau$ plus the average inter-movement interval $\delta$. If we change $\delta$, for example by increasing the time between the end of one movement and presentation of the target for the next movement, then the vigor with which that movement is performed should change. Here is the critical prediction of Eq. (2.14): an increase in inter-movement intervals should reduce movement vigor (produce slower movements), whereas a decrease in inter-movement intervals should increase movement vigor (see also Results, Sensitivity to characteristics of the discount function).

To illustrate the predictions of Eq. (2.14) we performed a simulation to determine how much saccade peak velocities and durations should change as we alter the inter-trial interval (ITI). We found that with respect to ITI of 1 sec, reducing the ITI predicted increased peak velocities and increasing the ITI predicted decreased peak velocities (Figure 2-2A). Importantly, the effect was asymmetric: a 0.5 sec decrease in ITI predicted a much greater change in peak velocities than a 0.5 sec increase in ITI. Furthermore, the effect of ITI on peak velocities grew with saccade amplitude, but tended to saturate at around $40^\circ$. Similarly, reducing the ITI predicted decreased
saccade durations and increasing ITI predicted increased saccade durations (Figure 2-2B). Put simply, if the brain is producing motor commands to maximize rate of reward (Eq. 2.14), then reducing the inter-movement intervals should increase movement vigor.

2.3.4 Change in ITI altered saccade vigor

We performed an experiment to test the prediction that changes in ITI should produce changes in saccade vigor. Subjects made alternate leftward and rightward saccades of 40° amplitude (Figure 2-3A). We employed three block types, each consisting of 80 trials in which ITI increased, decreased, or remained constant (Figure 2-3B). Each block began and ended with 10 trials having an ITI of 1 sec. Figure 2-3C and E show our theoretical predictions regarding saccadic vigor. As ITI is reduced from 1 sec to 0.4 sec, peak velocities (for a 40° saccade) should increase by about 10%. As ITI is increased from 1 sec to 1.6 sec, peak velocities should decrease by about 5%. The experimental results are shown in Figure 2-3D and F. Over the first 10 saccades, the ITI was the same (1 sec) in all block types, and the saccade peak velocities did not differ significantly across blocks. For the constant ITI block (black line) there was no clear change in peak velocity other than a trend for the peak velocity to decrease - a ‘fatigue-like’ effect thought to be associated with stimulus devaluation due to repetition of the stimulus [32]. For the
increasing ITI block (blue line), the abrupt decrease in ITI from 1 to 0.4sec on trial 10 (bin 5) was
accompanied by a sharp increase in peak velocity. Over the next 60 trials the ITI was varied
linearly from 0.4sec up to 1.6sec. This was associated with a steady decrease in peak velocity. In
the last 10 trials of the block, after the ITI was decreased abruptly from 1.6sec back to 1sec, the
peak velocity began to increase again, becoming similar to the constant ITI block. Saccade peak
velocities in the decreasing ITI block (red line) showed the opposite trend.

Analysis of covariance on each block confirmed that the changes in peak velocity
followed significantly different trends across block types (ANCOVA, BLOCK×TRIAL
interaction, F(2,1074)=296.6, p<10^{-10}). Similarly, we saw a significant effect of ITI on movement
duration (BLOCK×TRIAL interaction F(2,1074)=111.2, p<10^{-10}) (Figure 2-3F). Post-hoc
comparisons of the saccades following the initial abrupt ITI change and control block showed that
the effects were significant (paired t-test, velocity: ITI increase vs. control, p=0.005; ITI decrease
vs. control, p<0.01; duration: ITI increase vs. control, p=0.007, ITI decrease vs. control,
p=0.018). However, manipulation of ITI did not affect saccade amplitude (BLOCK×TRIAL
interaction F(2,1074)=2.71, p>0.05), as shown in Figure 2-3G. In addition, we observed
significant changes in reaction time (BLOCK×TRIAL interaction F(2,1074)=50.9, p<10^{-10}), with
reaction times becoming shorter as ITI decreased (Figure 2-3H). Therefore, reductions in ITI
generally produced saccades with faster velocities, shorter reaction times, and shorter durations.
Figure 2-3: Saccade vigor closely followed inter-trial interval. **A.** Experimental protocol. Subjects were asked to make alternate leftward and rightward saccades to one of 2 possible targets. **B.** The duration between the end of one saccade and displaying the ‘go’ cue for the next saccade (the inter trial interval, ITI) was varied through the course of each 80 trial block. Three possible block types: increasing ITI (blue), decreasing ITI (red), and constant ITI (black). **C.** Predictions of the rate of reward model regarding changes in peak velocity of saccades. **D.** Changes in peak velocity with respect to the first 10 saccades for each block type. **E.** Predictions of the rate of reward model regarding changes in saccade durations. **F.** Changes in saccade duration. **G.** Saccade amplitudes. **H.** Changes in reaction times. Error bars indicate SEM.
Increases in the value of a visual stimulus results in saccades with shorter reaction time in both monkeys [33] [34] and humans [35]. We noted that whereas reaction time generally followed the same trends as velocity and duration, in one instance these measures could be dissociated. At the onset of the 11th trial (and the 71st trial) the ITI sharply changed, either increasing or decreasing. We observed an increase in velocity for ITI decrease, and a decrease in velocity for ITI increase (Figure 2-3D and F). In contrast, both the sudden increase and the sudden decrease in ITI produced an increased reaction time. If we view reaction time as a period in which the upcoming movement is planned, this result suggests that the sudden change in ITI resulted in significantly longer time to plan the upcoming movement. Following this increased planning period, there was either a sharp decline (in case of increased ITI) or a sharp increase (in case of reduce ITI) in the vigor of the upcoming saccade. This dissociation allows us to rule out the possibility that changes in movement vigor were directly caused by changes to the reaction time that affected the process of movement planning.

It is noteworthy that for the block type with an initial decrease in ITI, saccadic vigor sharply changed within two trials of this decrease (e.g., maximum saccade velocity was reached within two trials). However, the rate of change in saccade vigor following an increase in ITI was much less, with subjects reaching minimum velocity after 7-8 trials. If we view changes in ITI as change in reward rate, then an unexpected change in ITI is equivalent to a reward rate prediction error. The fact that it takes longer for vigor to decrease than increase may be attributable to differences in learning from positive and negative reward rate prediction errors, suggesting that in this task the brain learns more from positive prediction errors than negative prediction errors.

2.3.5 Control experiment

An alternate interpretation of our experimental results is that when we reduced ITI, we are reducing the time that we are allowing the subject to view the target (in the experimental setup of Figure 2-3A, the current target disappears when the new target is shown). Perhaps this reduced
viewing time is influencing vigor by encouraging the subject to get to the new target earlier so that they can view it for a longer period of time before it disappears. To test for this, we performed a new experiment (Figure 2-4A). In this version of the task the target that the subject was viewing did not disappear when a new target was presented. Rather, the subject could choose to continue viewing the current target for as long as they wanted. In this way, the viewing time of the current target was chosen by the subject, and not by the experimenter. Remarkably, we still observed that changing ITI produced robust changes in saccade vigor (Figure 2-4B and C). The patterns of change in velocities and durations were essentially identical to that which we had recorded in the main experiment (velocity, ANCOVA, BLOCK×TRIAL interaction, F(2,874)=301.1, p<10^{-10}; duration, BLOCK×TRIAL interaction, F(2,874)=106.7, p<10^{-10}). We did also observe a significant effect of amplitude (BLOCK×TRIAL interaction, F(2,894)=19.9, p<10^{-8}). However, the changes in amplitude were of the order of 1% and are not sufficient to account for the changes in peak velocity and duration we observe, which were an order of magnitude larger than would be predicted on the basis of observed changes in amplitude alone.
Figure 2-4: The experimental results persisted in an overlap-style task. A. Experimental protocol. This experiment was similar to that shown in Figure 2-3A, except that the previous target (current point of fixation) was not extinguished until after the saccade to the next target had begun. In this way, subjects could linger on the current target as long as they wanted. B. Changes in peak velocity with respect to the first 10 saccades for each ITI block type (as in Figure 2-3B). C. Changes in saccade duration. D. Changes in reaction time. Error bars are SEM.
Interestingly, reaction time in this task was markedly higher than in our main experiment (mean RT = 213ms for the control experiment versus 158ms for the main experiment). Despite this marked difference in mean reaction time, the patterns of change (Figure 2-4D) due to changes in ITI were qualitatively similar to the main experiment: the sudden change in ITI on the 11th trial produced an increase in reaction time, regardless of whether ITI was decreased or increased. Following sudden change, gradually reducing the ITI produced longer reaction times and increasing the ITI produced shorter reaction times. Although there was no statistically significant effect of ITI on reaction time (BLOCK×TRIAL interaction, F(2,874)=1.24, p=0.3), this was largely caused by a single trial early in the block when an abrupt change in ITI caused unusually high reaction times. Overall, these observations are very similar to those in our main experiment. Therefore, the changes in vigor were unlikely to be due to subjects feeling rushed by the increased pace of the experiment.

2.3.6 Characteristics of the temporal discount function

We noted earlier that durations of saccades of different amplitudes could be accounted for by both hyperbolic and exponential temporal discount functions (Figure 2-1C). However, we found that saccade durations not only depend on saccade amplitude, but also on the time since the last saccade, i.e., ITI (Figure 2-3F). This experimental result confirms a prediction that we derived based on the premise of rate of reward, providing a rationale for hyperbolic temporal discounting (as in Eq. 2.14). However, let us now ask a more general question: in principle, what kinds of temporal discount functions could account for the data in Fig. 3? For example, could exponential discounting account for this data?

In general, we can imagine discount functions in which ITI combines additively with movement duration:

\[ E[\text{reward} | \tau, \delta] = aP[\text{success} | \tau] F(\tau + \delta). \] (2.15)
Figure 2-5 illustrates the influence of ITI on movement duration under a variety of temporal discount functions. Suppose that for some class of movements the probability of success increases with movement duration (i.e., the slower the movement, the more accurate), as displayed in Figure 2-5A. If the objective is to maximize rate of reward, then time carries a specific cost in which the probability of success is multiplicatively penalized by a hyperbolic temporal discount function: 
$$F(\tau + \delta) = \frac{1}{\tau + \delta}.$$ Increasing the inter-movement interval $\delta$ shifts the temporal discount function to the left, altering its slope and shifting the peak of the discounted reward function to long duration movements. As a result, for hyperbolic discounting, an increase in ITI reduces the vigor of movements.

Now instead consider exponential discounting: 
$$F(\tau + \delta) = \exp(-k(\tau + \delta)).$$ If reward is discounted exponentially, changing $\delta$ has no effect on the optimal duration because it simply leads to an overall scaling of the expected discounted reward (Figure 2-5B). Therefore, the fact that we observed changes in saccadic vigor due to changes in ITI rejects the hypothesis that reward is discounted exponentially.

There are of course other plausible forms of temporal discounting, such as exponentials with squared exponents 
$$F(\tau + \delta) = \exp(-k(\tau + \delta)^2).$$ These forms imply that the cost of time is fairly constant for short durations, but durations that are longer carry increasingly greater cost. Such forms can also be dissociated from hyperbolic discounting, as they predict a sensitivity to ITI opposite that of hyperbolic discounting. In this case, an increase in ITI leads to an increase in movement vigor (Figure 2-5C and F), which is inconsistent with our experimental results.
Figure 2-5: Only hyperbolic discounting made the correct prediction of increase in movement duration with ITI A. Upper panel: We consider an arbitrary class of movements for which probability of success (acquisition of reward) increases with movement duration (green line). Hyperbolic temporal discounting, plotted here by the red line, is the function \( \frac{1}{\tau + \delta} \). \( \tau \) is movement duration, and \( \delta \) is inter-movement interval (here assumed to be 0.5 sec). The blue line is the multiplication of probability of reward with the temporal discount function (Eq. 2.1). The movement duration that maximizes the discounted reward is noted by the dashed line. In this case, the discounted reward corresponds to reward rate. Upper panels of B and C show the corresponding plots for an exponential discount function with linear exponents \( \exp\left(-k(\tau + \delta)\right) \), and an exponential discount function with squared exponents \( \exp\left(-k(\tau + \delta)^2\right) \). All discount functions are scaled to be equal 1 at 0.5s and parameters for the exponential discount functions were adjusted to predict the same optimal movement duration as rate of reward for \( \delta = 0.5 \) sec. Lower panels show the effect of increasing the inter-movement interval \( \delta \) to 1s. For hyperbolic discounting, as this delay is increased the optimum movement duration becomes longer, i.e. the movement vigor decreases. For an exponential temporal discount function with linear exponents there is no change in the optimum movement duration as inter-movement intervals are changed. For an exponential discount function with quadratic exponents, movement duration decreases as the inter-movement interval increases.
Therefore, the fact that we observed reduced saccadic vigor with increased ITI implies that temporal discounting has a specific shape. What is the class of functions that in principle could account for our data? The objective function to be maximized is

\[ J(\tau) = P(\text{success}|\tau)F(\tau + \delta). \]  

(2.16)

Suppose that, for a given value of \( \delta \), the optimal movement duration is \( \tau_1 \). This implies that the gradient of \( J \) at \( \tau_1 \) is zero, i.e.

\[ \left. \frac{\partial J}{\partial \tau} \right|_{\tau_1, \delta} = J' = P'F + PF'' = 0. \]  

(2.17)

Suppose we now increase \( \delta \) to some new value. The resulting change in the gradient \( J' \) at \( \tau_1 \) reveals how the optimal duration will change. If the gradient becomes positive, this means that the peak of \( J \) must have shifted to a larger value of \( \tau \). Likewise, a negative gradient implies a decrease in the optimal duration. In other words, the optimum movement duration will increase with inter-movement interval if the gradient of \( J' \) with respect to \( \delta \) is positive:

\[ \frac{\partial J'}{\partial \delta} = P'F' + PF'' > 0 \]  

(2.18)

We arrived at Eq. (2.18) by noting that \( \frac{\partial^2 F}{\partial \tau \partial \delta} \equiv \frac{\partial^2 F}{\partial \tau^2} \) because \( \tau \) and \( \delta \) appear additively in \( F \), and that \( \frac{\partial P}{\partial \delta} = 0 \) (because the probability of success for a given movement duration is independent of the inter-trial interval). We can eliminate \( P \) from Eq. (2.18) by dividing through by \( P \), which is strictly positive and substituting \( \frac{P'}{P} = -\frac{F'}{F} \) (which follows from Eq. (2.17)). If we further multiply through by \( F \) (which is also strictly positive), we obtain the following condition:

\[ FF'' > (F')^2. \]  

(19)
Importantly, this condition on the discount function is independent of the probability of success \( P \) and thus independent of the particular plant model and control policy we assume (since these will affect \( P \) but not \( F \)). Any temporal discount function \( F \) that satisfies Eq. (2.19) will lead to the prediction that movement duration will increase (i.e., movement vigor will decrease) as inter-movement interval increases. For example, hyperbolic temporal discount functions (Eq. 2.14) have the property of Eq. (2.19), as do sums of exponentials. For exponential discounting with linear exponents (Eq. 2.15) the left and right hand sides of Eq. (2.19) are equal. For exponential discounting with quadratic exponents (Figure 2-5C), the inequality is reversed.

In summary, our experimental observations imply that control of saccades relies on a temporal discount function that satisfies Eq. (2.19). The dependence of saccade vigor on inter-trial interval emerges naturally in this mathematical framework and is unexplained by any previous model of which we are aware.

2.4 DISCUSSION

We have proposed a new framework for control of movements. Our theory is founded on the principle of rate of reward – an idea that was previously invoked to explain aspects of decision-making in primates [36] and response intensities of rodents in free-operant tasks [31]. We have shown that a rate of reward principle not only provides an explanation for vigor of saccades of varying amplitudes but also generates the novel prediction that vigor should be modulated by changes in ITI. This is in contrast to previous models which assume that motor commands that guide a movement are independent of movements that occurred previously. Our experiments confirm our predictions with remarkable precision: as the ITI changed, so did saccadic vigor. For example, we observed an increase in saccade peak velocity of 9.0±0.9% (mean ± SD), compared to our theoretical prediction of 10%, and a decrease of -7.9±1.1%, compared to our theoretical prediction of -5%. Changes in durations were in the predicted direction but somewhat smaller in
magnitude, particularly for decreases in ITI. We are unaware of any previous motor control model that can explain such changes.

Our idea that time carries a cost in control of movements may explain a number of curious findings: 1) when a stimulus moves toward the fovea, saccades take longer to initiate than when the stimulus is moving away from the fovea [37]. Thus, subjects are not willing to wait for the stimulus to reach the fovea, highlight the idea that waiting even a few hundred milliseconds carries a cost. 2) An effective way to train monkeys to slow down their reaching movements is to impose a time penalty for overly fast movements [38]. The effectiveness of such a training protocol clearly illustrates the importance of the cost of time and is easily explained through a rate of reward framework, but is difficult to reconcile with models in which only the duration of the current movement is important. 3) The idea that changes in the available rate of reward can affect movement vigor is supported by a study by Ljungberg et al. [39] who reported that in non-human primates, reaching movements made to collect a food reward were significantly slower when such rewards were available infrequently compared to when they were available frequently. This result could be considered analogous to our finding that increasing ITI decreases the vigor of saccades.

A fundamental question in neuroscience is why movements have characteristic kinematics. Why not move faster or slower? To approach this problem, previous works have sought to minimize weighted sums of rather ad hoc penalties for accuracy (quadratic distance to target) or time (linear or hyperbolic). We have suggested a different approach here: the decision regarding vigor of a movement depends on the probability of success of that movement multiplied by a function that represents temporal discounting of the value of the reward associated with that movement. These two approaches can in fact be related by applying a logarithmic transformation to the discounted reward (Eq. 2.14). This gives rise to an additive cost function that closely resembles those used in previous theories [23], but with the quadratic
accuracy term replaced by \(-\log(P[\text{success}|\tau])\) and the time penalty term replaced by the logarithm of the discount function. Notably, if the discount function is exponential, the logarithmic transformation gives rise to a linear time cost. Thus we can interpret previous models that have employed linear time costs [40] as tacitly assuming an exponential discounting of reward.

One aspect of the data which we could not explain through our model is the fact that saccade vigor tends to decline over the course of a block, even if the inter-trial interval remains constant. This decline in vigor is not due to muscular fatigue [41], but instead is likely due to the fact that repetition devalues the stimulus [6]. In monkeys, saccades to targets that predict a juice reward are significantly more vigorous than unrewarded targets [5]. Saccades that accompany reaching to a stimulus are also more vigorous than saccades without the reach [42] [43]. An increased probability of reward also increases the vigor of wrist movements made by monkeys to acquire reward [44]. Our previous formulation [23] was able to explain this dependence of movement vigor on reward value by including an effort penalty that was independent of reward value and a time penalty that scaled with reward value. In our present formulation, we did not include such an effort cost as we found that it was not necessary to generate strong predictions about behavior in the tasks we considered. Expanding our framework to include an effort penalty in the net reward, prior to applying the temporal discount factor, could enable us to explain these aspects of behavior through the rate of reward framework.

In addition to changes in movement speed, we also observed changes in reaction time. Although a low reaction time can be associated with a general increase in vigor, a quantitative prediction of this effect is beyond the scope of our model. One way in which we might be able to account for such an effect would be to view reaction time as a period in which a decision must be made about the goal of the upcoming saccade. Computational models have described such decision-making in terms of a stochastic accumulation of evidence until a pre-determined
threshold is reached, at which point the decision is made and an action triggered. Modulation of reaction time could therefore be interpreted as a change in the height of this threshold. It has been suggested that the level of the threshold might itself be set based on a rate of reward principle [36]. Indeed, experiments directly analogous to our own that vary ITI during perceptual discrimination tasks find that decreases in ITI lead to faster, less accurate decisions [45] [46]. Similarly, decreasing ITI causes monkeys to adopt a riskier policy when gambling for a juice reward [47].

In reinforcement learning, future rewards are typically discounted exponentially, largely due to mathematical convenience. Infinite horizon control problems, however, are commonly formulated in terms of minimizing the average-cost per stage, exactly analogous to the rate of reward cost function we proposed here. The average cost per stage framework has been invoked to model behavior when animals face a sequence of choices between discrete actions [29]. This idea has even been extended to include a basic notion of movement vigor, thereby offering an explanation for differences in the intensity of a rat’s free-operant responses (such as lever press frequency) across different motivational states [31]. That work posited a conceptual link between dopamine, rate of reward, and response vigor through the idea that tonic activity of dopamine neurons encodes the background average rate of reward. When rewards are plentiful, it is worthwhile choosing the costlier (either energetically or in terms of risk) policy and acting more vigorously. In Parkinson’s disease, reduced tonic dopamine leads to less vigorous actions [48], consistent with the idea that tonic dopamine encodes a rate of reward. Phasic activity of dopamine neurons may also be linked to rate of reward. Stimuli that predict reward at various delays elicit phasic responses in dopamine neurons that hyperbolically decline with the delay duration [22]. Phasic dopamine activity may thus reflect a reward rate prediction error, rather than an error in total predicted reward.
If we view ITI as a factor that alters rate of reward, then a sudden change in ITI introduces a reward rate prediction error. When ITI is reduced, the prediction error is positive, implying that the brain is receiving greater amount of reward than anticipated. Similarly, when ITI is increased, the prediction error is negative. We consistently observed that the change in vigor was faster when the prediction error was positive as compared to negative. This implies that there may be a differential sensitivity to positive and negative reward prediction errors in the population we sampled – an idea that is consistent with basal ganglia neurophysiology [49]. Viewed in this way, our experiment may provide a way to assess reward dependent learning – namely, monitoring changes in behavior in response to altered rate of reward.

The fact that a single optimization principle seems to be shared by such a broad variety of tasks suggests that it may offer a unifying normative view of temporal discounting in decision-making and motor control. In effect, the long term behavioral goal of reward rate optimization is achieved through the short-term mechanism of temporal discounting. Hyperbolic discounting of reward may therefore be an obligatory phenomenon that has evolved because it tends to optimize reward rate in most ecologically relevant scenarios.
3 MODULATION OF SACCAD E VIGOR DURING VALUE-BASED DECISION MAKING

3.1 INTRODUCTION

There is some evidence that the vigor with which a movement is performed (i.e., its peak speed as a function of amplitude) is affected by the subjective value that the brain assigns to the goal of the movement. For example, [50] asked participants to rank order in terms of preference a number of different kinds of candy bars. When asked to reach for a single candy bar, participants reached faster and with a shorter duration for the more preferred bar than the less preferred bar. Similarly, monkeys reached with a greater speed toward stimuli that promised higher probability of reward [44]. These observations raise the possibility that movement vigor may be modulated by the subjective value that the brain assigns to the goal of the movement. Humans and other primates use saccadic eye movements to examine their available options. During deliberation, as one makes saccades to accumulate information about the available options, does saccadic vigor reflect the subjective value that the brain currently assigns to each option?

Previous work has shown that stimulus value can grossly affect peak velocity of saccades. Monkeys exhibit a greater saccade peak velocity when the visual target is paired with food reward [5]. Humans perform their saccades with greater peak velocity if the target is a valued stimulus like a face [6]. Here, we considered a decision-making task where participants were offered monetary rewards. We asked whether the vigor with which a saccade was performed was affected by the subjective value that the brain assigned to the potential reward. A critical component of our design was that the movement that we considered (saccade) had no bearing on the reward itself: that is, people were not rewarded for making saccades. Rather, the saccades were a mechanism with which the motor system acquired information for the purpose of decision-making.
Our participants completed a temporal discounting task in which they chose between a small, immediate reward (in dollars), and a large reward to be received in 30 days. People prefer rewards sooner rather than later, but individuals vary widely in how much they are willing to wait for delayed reward. We measured participants’ eye movements as they considered their two choices. The protocol allowed us to examine the relationship between saccade vigor and several aspects of value-based decision-making, including timing of decision, choice, and subjective valuation of each option. We found that saccade vigor remained high during the deliberation process, but dropped right after the decision was made. Furthermore, as the deliberation process proceeded, saccade vigor dissociated the option that the participant would eventually choose over the one that they did not prefer.

3.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.2.1 Participants

We recruited n=60 healthy participants from the NYU community with no known neurologic deficits (21.75±3.01 years old, mean±sd, 35 females). All were naïve to the paradigm and purpose of the experiment. Each participant signed a written consent form approved by the New York University Committee on Activities Involving Human Subjects. Each was paid $10/hr in cash for participating in the study, as well as additional compensation based on their decisions in the task, as described below.

3.2.2 Behavioral task

Subjects sat in a darkened room in front of a CRT monitor (36.5 x 27.5 cm, 1024 x 768 pixel, light grey background, frame rate = 120 Hz), head stabilized with the use of a chinrest. The screen was placed at a distance of 55 cm from the subject’s eyes. An EyeLink 1000 (SR Research) infrared camera recording system recorded movements and pupil diameter of the right eye. Gaze position and pupil diameter were recorded at 250 Hz for all subjects, with the exception
of two subjects recorded at 1000 Hz and one recorded at 500 Hz. A superset of the data from this study was also examined with regard to changes in pupil diameter. A report of those findings appeared in [51].

We measured eye movements during a temporal discounting task. The time-course of a typical trial is displayed in Figure 3-1A. The trial began with a one-second fixation period (dot displayed at center of screen). Right after the fixation period, written description of the two possible rewards appeared simultaneously on the screen: a text that described a small immediate monetary reward (for example “$10 today”), and another text that described a larger delayed monetary reward (for example, “$11 30 days”). Each text was centered at 10° to the left or right of center, and was 4.7° to 7.9° wide, and 5.4° tall (as shown in Figure 3-1C). The placement of the text on left or right was chosen at random. One option was always for an immediate reward, while the other option was always for a reward to be attained in 30 days.
Figure 3-1: Participants completed a decision making task in which they made a choice between a small immediate monetary reward, and a larger delayed monetary reward. Each trial began with a fixation dot displayed for 1 sec, followed by display of the two reward options at either side of the fixation dot. Subjects were instructed to press a key designating their choice within 6 sec. Regardless of when the participants indicated their choice, the options remained on the screen for the full six seconds. The reward pairings. Each dot represents one of the 60 reward pairings that was presented to each participant. The delayed reward was always greater than the immediate reward. Each reward pairing was presented twice. The order of presentation was random for each participant as well as across participants. The position of presentation of each option was randomly selected to be centered at 10° to the left or right side of fixation. Exemplar trace of gaze position during a single trial. During the decision-period, the arrow indicates when the participant pressed the key designating her decision. Note that the participant continued to make saccades after decision-time, while both options remained on the screen. In this particular trial the participant chose the immediate reward ($10) over the delayed option ($11), and thus the $10 option was re-displayed after the fixation period. Probability of saccade with respect to decision-time, computed for bins of 0.5 sec in duration. Shaded region is SEM.
During this decision period, participants made saccades to the stimuli. The stimuli remained on the screen for exactly 6 seconds, during which time the subjects indicated their decision by pressing a key (typically at around 2-3 seconds into the trial). Subjects were instructed to place the left hand over the 1 key and right hand over the 0 key, in order to respond to leftward and rightward rewards, respectively. Regardless of when the subjects pressed the key to designate their decision, the two options remained on the screen for the full six seconds. This was critical as this allowed the subjects to make saccades to the stimuli both before and after they made their decision.

After the completion of the 6 second decision-period, the fixation-dot reappeared for 2.5 seconds. Finally, the fixation-dot was removed and the participants were presented with the option that they had chosen for 3 seconds. A new trial commenced following an inter-trial interval of 4 sec. There were 120 trials in the experiment. Our analysis focused solely on the saccades made during the 6 second decision-period.

The participants were presented with 60 distinct monetary reward pairings, as shown in Figure 3-1B, with each pairing presented twice. The reward pairings were selected in random order such that no two subjects saw the same ordering of stimuli. On every trial the delayed monetary reward was of greater magnitude than the immediate reward.

To increase the relevance of their choices, participants were instructed that one trial would be selected at random and they would receive the amount that they chose on that trial. That is, if they chose the immediate reward on the randomly selected trial, they would receive the money in cash after completion of the session. If they chose the larger, delayed reward, they would receive a debit card that would be activated after the delay (30 days) had elapsed.

One participant did not complete all 120 trials and was excluded from analysis. In addition, we were unable to achieve good eye calibration in six participants, which prevented
measurement of saccades for those subjects. As a result, we analyzed the data from a total of n=53 participants.

During each trial we continuously recorded gaze position. Raw gaze position signals were smoothed and differentiated with the use of a Savitzky-Golay filter (second-order). The filter width was chosen as a function of the sampling rate such that each filter window encompassed 20 ms of data. We used the gaze velocity trace to determine onset and offset of saccades, with a 30%/sec threshold. We used the following five criteria to identify task-relevant saccades: (a) horizontal amplitude greater than 2° and less than 25°, (b) vertical amplitude less than 6°, with the ratio of vertical amplitude to horizontal amplitude less than 0.7, (c) peak horizontal acceleration less than 35,000°/sec², (d) skew (defined as the ratio of time from saccade start to peak velocity to saccade duration) less than 0.7, (e) duration greater than 20ms and less than 120ms. To identify an outlier saccade, we used the median absolute deviation technique [52]. The first criterion removed 45±10% (mean ± sd) of saccades (as many of the saccades were associated with the act of reading the text on the screen, a series of micro-saccades). The remaining criteria together excluded 29 ± 9% of the remaining saccades. To identify an outlier saccade, we used the median absolute deviation technique (on the parameter saccade vigor), which excluded 2.7 ± 1.5% of the remaining saccades.

3.2.3 Data analysis: saccade vigor

During the decision-period, subjects made saccades that terminated at either at one of the stimuli, or at the center fixation point (as illustrated in Figure 3-1C). These saccades had a participant-specific velocity-amplitude relationship: some participants exhibited fast saccades, whereas others exhibited slow saccades [53]. Our hypothesis was that in a given individual, for a given saccade amplitude, the brain modulated saccade velocity as a function of reward or context [6]. To dissociate amplitude-dependent changes in velocity from reward-dependent changes in each individual, we first modeled the amplitude-dependent effects of saccade velocity for that
individual, and then compared changes in velocity that were present when amplitude was kept constant but reward or context changed. The result was a within-subject measure of saccade vigor, as described below.

For each participant $n$ we measured the amplitude of the saccade (represented by $x$), and its peak velocity (represented by $v$) in all trials. Previous work had shown that a hyperbolic function is generally a good fit to human saccade data [53]. We therefore fitted the data to the following function:

$$v_n = \alpha_n \left(1 - \frac{1}{\beta_n x}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

We quantified the goodness of fit of the function for each participant using correlation coefficients. This fit produced parameter values $\hat{\alpha}_n$ and $\hat{\beta}_n$.

Given saccade amplitude $x$, the expected saccade velocity in subject $n$ was represented by $\hat{v}_n(x)$. For each saccade we computed the ratio between the measured velocity and the expected velocity: $v_n/\hat{v}_n$. This ratio defined a within-subject measure of saccade vigor. When this ratio was greater than one, the saccade had a velocity that was larger than expected, reflecting a greater than average vigor for that subject. We used this within-subject measure of vigor to quantify changes in saccade peak velocity as a function of time during the decision-making period, and as a function of the preference that the subjects exhibited toward the available options in each trial.

3.2.4 Data analysis: decision-making

We analyzed the decisions that each participant made by finding the value of the delayed reward that made that option equivalent to the immediate reward. For each participant we represented the probability of choosing the delayed reward $r_d$ as a function of the difference in the value of the delayed and immediate rewards $r_d - r_i$.
\[ \Pr(\text{choice} = r_d) = \frac{1}{1 + \exp\left(-b(r_d - r_i - a)\right)} \]  

(3.2)

In the above expression, \( a \) represents the point of subjective equivalence between the delayed and immediate options. We fitted the above equation to the choices that the participant had made across all trials. To do so, we analyzed the trials based on the difference between the delayed and immediate rewards, and then measured the probability of choosing the delayed reward in each trial. Therefore, in a trial in which \( r_d - r_i = \hat{a} \), the participant was equally likely to pick the delayed or the immediate option. Participants who preferred the immediate reward more often, and thus were more impulsive in their decision-making, had larger values of \( \hat{a} \).

To estimate the subjective value of an option for participant \( n \), we considered a hyperbolic model of temporal discounting [54] [55] [56]. In this model, one assumes that people evaluate a future reward (promised to arrive after time delay \( t \)) by discounting it hyperbolically to produce a subjective value at present:

\[ r_i = \frac{r_d}{1 + k_n t} \]  

(3.3)

In our experiment the time delay \( t \) was always 1 month. For each participant \( n \) we estimated discount factor \( k_n \) as a function of the mean ratio \( \frac{r_d}{r_i} \) for all trials in which the absolute difference \( |r_d - r_i| \) was within $5 of equivalence point \( \hat{a} \). To confirm this estimate, we also divided up the trials into four subsets (each vertical and horizontal line in Figure 3-1B), and then re-estimated \( k_n \) independently for each subset of trials in each participant. This way of estimating \( k_n \) kept either the immediate or the delayed reward constant for each subset of trials. We compared the two methods and found that the two estimates correlated very well (\( r^2 = 0.96, \)
slope of 1.174, bias of -0.14). In our results we report the estimate arrived at using the entire data set.

All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS (IBM, v22), or Matlab R2014b. All t-tests presented are two-sided, unless otherwise specified.

3.3 RESULTS

3.3.1 Saccade vigor was higher during the deliberation period

On each trial, the participants were presented with two options: a monetary reward to be acquired on the day of the study, and a larger reward to be acquired in 30 days. As the participants evaluated the two options and made their decision, they made saccades from one stimulus to another. On average, participants made 6.2 saccades per trial (4.6, 25th percentile; 7.7, 75th percentile), and on average they announced their decision at 1.93±0.46 sec into the decision-period by pressing a key. However, regardless of when the decision was made (indicated by the key-press), the stimuli remained on the screen for 6 seconds. As a result, the participants made saccades to the stimuli both before and after their decision, as illustrated in Figure 3-1C. To compute probability of saccades during a trial, we aligned the data to decision-time and then counted number of saccades performed by a given subject in bins of 0.5 sec in duration across all trials. For each bin of 0.5 sec duration we computed probability of saccade for that subject, and then computed the across-subject mean and SEM of that probability, as shown in Figure 3-1D. We found that probability of saccade reached its peak about 1 sec before decision-time, but was always significantly greater than zero during the entire decision-period (all p-values less than 10^-9).

For each subject we considered each saccade that they made during the decision-period and measured its amplitude and velocity (data for a typical subject are shown in Figure 3-2A). Inspection of the data suggested that saccades made before decision-time, i.e., during the period
of deliberation before key-press, may have had a higher velocity than saccades made after (right panel, Figure 3-2A). To explore this question, we examined probability of saccade as a function of amplitude and found it to have four modes (Figure 3-2B), with peaks at ±9° and ±18° (the options were displayed at ±10° with respect to central dot). We focused our analysis on those saccades in which one of the stimuli was the goal of the saccade (i.e., center-out or stimulus-to-stimulus saccades), or the fixation spot (stimulus to center saccades). For each saccade, we computed peak velocity as a function of amplitude. The result for a typical participant is shown in Figure 3-2C, and the population average is shown in Figure 3-2D. A within-subject comparison demonstrated that peak velocity and amplitude were significantly higher before decision-time than after (Figure 3-2E, within-subject comparison, peak velocity, t(52)=9.49, p<10⁻¹², amplitude, t(52)=9.06, p<10⁻¹¹). Indeed, for 96% of the participants the average peak velocity of saccades was smaller in the post-decision period (Figure 3-2F).

Because saccade velocity is a function of amplitude, the critical question was whether the higher velocities observed during the deliberation period were due to greater vigor, or simply due to increased amplitude. To answer this question, we accounted for the effect of amplitude on velocity by fitting a hyperbolic function (Eq. 3.1) to the velocity-amplitude data of all saccades made by each participant (left panel, Figure 3-2A), and then used the resulting fit to predict the expected saccade velocity at a given amplitude. The average r values of fits to nasal and temporal saccades were 0.94±.03 and 0.95±.03 (mean±sd).
Figure 3-2: Saccade vigor was higher during deliberation than following decision-time. A. Velocity-amplitude relationship for a representative participant for saccades made during the decision-period. Data were fit to a hyperbolic function, separately for nasal and temporal saccades. Saccades made before decision-time (gray dots) appeared to have a greater velocity than those made after decision-time (black dots). B. Distribution of saccade amplitudes suggested that there were four groups of saccades made during the decision-period: from one stimulus to another (±18° saccades), and from center to one stimulus or back (±9° saccades). Gray lines represent probability density for each participant. Black line represents the across-subject values. Data were binned with step size of 1°. C. Velocity-amplitude data from an exemplar subject split by timing of saccade relative to key-press. The saccade amplitudes were binned with bin centers located at ±9° and ±18°, with bin width of 9°. Error bars represent standard deviation. D. Across subject data. The error bars represent SEM, and are plotted for both amplitude and velocity. E. Across subject values of amplitude and velocity for saccades made before and after decision-time. Statistics refer to within-subject changes (* = p<0.05; *** = p<0.001). Error bars are SEM. F. Average saccade peak velocities for each subject before and after decision-time. G. Distribution of within subject change in vigor with respect to decision-time. H. Within subject measure of saccade vigor as a function of timing of saccade with respect to the key-press. The number on each data point represents saccade number with respect to key-press. Error bars along x- and y-axis are SEM. I. Within-subject measure of saccade vigor (solid lines) as a function of saccade timing with respect to start of decision-period (stimulus onset). The plot also shows cumulative probability of key-press (dashed lines) for slow-decision and quick-decision trials. Error bars are SEM. J. Rate of change in vigor for each participant in the quick-decision and slow-decision trials. Error bars are standard deviation.
For each saccade during the decision-period we measured its amplitude and computed the ratio of the measured velocity vs. the expected velocity. This ratio, our proxy for a within-subject measure of saccade vigor, indicated whether the peak velocity of a given saccade was higher or lower than the expected velocity for that amplitude. For each saccade we computed its vigor and then computed the average within-subject change in vigor from before decision-time to after. We found that a significant number of subjects showed a drop in vigor after decision-time (Figure 3-2G, \( t_{(52)}=8.23, p<10^{-10} \)). Saccade vigor as a function of time relative to decision is plotted in Figure 3-2H, where we have numbered each saccade and plotted its timing with respect to key-press. There was an approximately 4% reduction in saccade vigor following decision-time (within-subject comparison, \( t_{(52)}=5.97, p<10^{-6} \)).

In some trials the participants took a relatively long time to make a decision, whereas in other trials the decision was made quickly. For each participant we computed the median decision-time, and then labeled each trial for that participant as quick-decision or slow-decision (decision-times for quick and slow trials were 1.40±0.35, and 2.31±0.62 sec, mean±sd). Figure 3-2H plots saccade vigor with respect to stimulus onset for the two types of trials. When we plotted saccade vigor with respect to the onset of the decision-period we found that in quick-decision trials saccade vigor declined rapidly, whereas in slow-decision trials saccade vigor declined gradually (Figure 3-2I). We tested this difference in vigor as a function of saccade index with a repeated measures ANOVA and found a significant group by saccade index interaction (Wilks’ Lambda = 0.604, \( F_{(5,46)} = 6.041, p<10^{-3} \), as there were several subjects who never made more than 5 saccades to stimuli during deliberation, the number of degrees of freedom corresponding to saccade index was 4). Indeed, a within-subject analysis revealed that the rate of decline in vigor was significantly steeper in quick-decision trials than slow-decision trials (Figure 3-2J, within subject t-test, \( t_{(52)}=6.41, p<10^{-7} \)).
In summary, we found that saccade vigor (as measured via velocity of saccades normalized by amplitude for each subject) was greater during the deliberation period (before the decision was made) than immediately after. Vigor dropped quickly in trials in which participants made a quick decision, but dropped slowly in trials in which they took longer to make their decision.

3.3.2 Saccade vigor encoded preference

On each trial the participants pressed a key to indicate which of the two options they preferred. We asked whether saccade vigor predicted this preference. We separated the saccades based on whether they were directed toward the preferred or the non-preferred stimulus, where the preferred stimulus was the option that was eventually chosen by the participant on that trial.

Figure 3-3A plots vigor as a function of time of saccade, indexed with respect to key-press. It appeared that saccades made before decision-time did not differentiate between the preferred and non-preferred options, except for the last saccade just before key-press (Figure 3-3A). This final saccade took place at 0.520±0.16 sec before decision-time (mean±sd), and had a higher vigor if it was directed to the preferred stimulus (within-subject difference in vigor between the preferred and non-preferred options, \( t_{(52)}=3.31, p=0.0017 \)). Following the decision, the subsequent saccade also exhibited a greater vigor when it was directed to the preferred stimulus (within-subject difference in vigor, \( t_{(52)}=2.40, p=0.020 \)). There was no difference in the vigor of saccades to preferred and non-preferred options outside of this window, suggesting that the encoding of choice preference was a phenomenon that affected vigor only near time of decision. In summary, whereas average vigor of saccades always dropped within-trial, there was an additional effect of choice preference around the time of decision.

One may estimate the degree of preference for one option over the other via the difference in their subjective value. Is the difference in subjective value reflected in the difference in saccade vigor? To compute subjective value of a given option we analyzed the
choices that the participants made. Figure 3-3B illustrates the choices made by two participants. Participant S21 (left subplot, Figure 3-3B) often picked the delayed reward when the dollar amount of that option exceeded that of the immediate option by more than $5. In contrast, participant S41 picked the delayed reward only when the dollar amount of that option exceeded that of the immediate option by more than $20. We fitted these data to Eq. 3.2, resulting in an estimate of the point of subjective equivalence for each participant (dashed line, Figure 3-3B). For participant S21, a difference of $4 made the delayed reward equivalent to the immediate reward. For participant S41, a difference of $23 was required to make the delayed reward equivalent to the immediate reward.
Figure 3-3: Saccade vigor encoded choice preference just before time of decision. 

A. For each participant we labeled each saccade based on whether gaze was directed toward the preferred or non-preferred option. We then indexed saccades relative to timing of key-press. Around the time of decision, vigor of saccade made to the preferred target was higher than vigor of saccade made to the non-preferred target. Gray boxes denote saccades immediately before and after key-press. 

B. Quantifying point of subjective equivalence via explicit decisions. The left and right columns show the probability of choosing the delayed reward option as a function of the difference in the rewards offered for Subjects 21 and 41. Subject 41 required a larger amount of delayed reward in order to switch preference from the immediate to delayed reward, and thus tended to favor the immediate reward more than Subject 21. We fitted a two-parameter sigmoid function to the subjects’ choice data and estimated the point at which subjects switched preference from the immediate to delayed reward, which we labeled the point of subjective equivalence ($3.97$ and $22.71$ for the two subjects). 

C. Delay to decision reflected difficulty of decision making. The plots show the distributions of time to key-press for the same two subjects. We computed the average time to key-press at each value of difference in reward (solid black vertical lines represent 25th and 75th percentiles), and then fitted a Gaussian function to the data (gray curve). The location of the mean of the Gaussian represents the difference in reward offerings for which the subjects took the longest time to make a decision ($4.01$ and $22.02$ for the two subjects). 

D. Quantifying robustness of estimate of equivalence point. For each participant we compared the equivalence point estimated from their explicit decisions (as in part B), to the equivalence point estimated from their time to key-press (as in part C). Each data point is one participant. The dashed line represents equality between the two measures. Gray line is the best linear fit. 

E. For saccades made immediately before and after decision, within-subject difference in saccade vigor was related to within-subject difference in subjective value of the delayed and immediate rewards. Error bars are SEM.
How robust was this estimate of subjective equivalence? To answer this question, we imagined that for each participant the decision should be most difficult when the two options differed in value by the amount specified by the point of subjective equivalence. For example, for participant S21 the most difficult choice should be in trials where the delayed reward was $4 greater than the immediate reward. A proxy for this difficulty is the time that the participants needed to make their choice. We measured the time from stimulus display to key-press and have plotted the results in Figure 3-3C. For each participant we fitted their time to key-press with a Gaussian and estimated its center, resulting in the difference between delayed and immediate reward that produced the longest deliberation time. As a result, the explicit choices that participants made provided one measure of subjective equivalence (Figure 3-3B), and the time they took to make that choice provided a second measure (Figure 3-3C). The two measures were well correlated (Figure 3-3D, $r^2 = 0.68$, $p < 10^{-12}$). This result indicated that the point of subjective equivalence derived from the explicit choices was reasonable and robust.

We next used the decision-based estimate of subjective equivalence to compute the rate of temporal discounting (parameter $k$ in Eq. 3.3), which then allowed us to compute the (relative) subjective value of the delayed reward for each participant (assuming a linear utility function). Focusing on the two saccades made immediately before and after decision-time, we measured vigor when the participants looked at the immediate reward and compared it to vigor when they looked at the delayed reward. The difference in vigor is plotted on the y-axis in Figure 3-3E. Vigor increased from the immediate to the delayed reward as a function of the difference in the subjective value of the delayed reward vs. the immediate reward ($r = 0.89$, $p = 0.0002$). That is, around the time of decision, vigor of the saccade that placed a stimulus on the fovea was correlated with the subjective value that the brain assigned to that stimulus.

We found that the saccade made just before decision-time tended to be to the preferred option. In Figure 3-4A we have plotted probability that the saccade was to the preferred option,
given that the participant made a saccade, computed over time bins of 0.5 seconds in duration. This conditional probability became significantly greater than chance around 1 second before decision time, and reached its peak at the final time-bin before decision-time (within-subject comparison, \( p < 10^{-11} \)). Furthermore, it appeared that as time passed following the decision the participants were more likely to saccade to the chosen option than the non-chosen option (post-decision region of Figure 3-4A).

![Figure 3-4: The final saccade before a choice was often to the preferred offer.](image)

These observations suggested that saccade patterns may be used as an implicit measure of preference. How well does this implicit measure predict the eventual choice? To check for this, we compared the choices that subjects made to the choices that would be expected if the saccade just before decision-time was used as a marker of preference. We computed an implicit equivalence point based on the option that was the target of the last saccade before decision-time, and found that this implicit equivalence point matched well with the explicit equivalence point as estimated from the actual choices that the subjects made (Figure 3-4B, \( r = 0.73, p < 10^{-9} \)) [57] [58]. Thus the target of the final saccade before decision was an excellent predictor of the explicit choices that participants made.
In summary, during the deliberation period vigor of the saccades that placed each of the two stimuli on the fovea was similar, but diverged at around 0.5 seconds before decision-time, becoming larger for the preferred stimulus. As the difference between the subjective values of the delayed and immediate rewards increased, so did the difference in vigor in the movements made toward the two options.

3.3.3 Between subject differences in saccade vigor

In addition to within-subject changes in saccade vigor during the decision-period, there were also between-subject differences in the saccadic eye movements: for a given saccade amplitude, some participants consistently moved their eyes with high velocity, whereas others consistently moved their eyes with low velocity. That is, there were between-subject differences in saccade vigor. We quantified this difference and asked whether it was related to differences in decision-making.

We began by fitting Eq. (3.1) to the velocity-amplitude data of each participant. For participant \( n \), this produced parameter values \( \hat{\alpha}_n \) and \( \hat{\beta}_n \). We found the median of the \( \hat{\alpha} \) and \( \hat{\beta} \) distributions across all participants, producing \( \bar{\alpha} \) and \( \bar{\beta} \). The values of \( \bar{\alpha} \) and \( \bar{\beta} \) were 690.4 and 0.089, and 764.3 and 0.082, for nasal and temporal saccades, respectively. We used this estimate to produce a canonical relationship between amplitude and velocity across the entire population:

\[
\bar{v} = \bar{\alpha} \left( 1 - \frac{1}{1 + \bar{\beta} x} \right)
\]

We used the above relationship to quantify the relative vigor of saccades in one participant as compared to another. We followed the procedure described in [53]: we re-fitted each participant’s saccade velocity-amplitude data to a one-parameter scaling function of the canonical function:

\[
\hat{v}_n(x) = \hat{\lambda}_n \bar{v}(x)
\]
Parameter $\lambda_n$ is the between-subject measure of vigor for subject $n$. When we have $\lambda_n > 1$, it indicates that the saccades of participant $n$ are generally faster than the population median.

Figure 3-5A (left panel) illustrates saccade peak velocity as a function of saccade amplitude for two participants. Participant S14 had consistently faster saccades than participant S6. The right panel of Figure 3-5A shows the canonical function (dashed line, representing the population median), and the function representing the data for each participants (derived from Eq. 3.5). To quantify goodness of fit, we computed correlation coefficients, reflecting the ability of the one parameter model of Eq. (3.5) to account for the saccade velocity/amplitude data of each subject. The results are illustrated in Figure 3-5B. For every subject the fit between the model used to estimate between-subject saccade vigor and actual velocities was significant at a level of $p < 0.00001$.

Using this measure of between-subject saccade vigor, we asked whether individuals who moved with greater vigor were distinguishable in their patterns of decision making. We focused on between subject differences in impulsivity, i.e., the equivalence point between the immediate and delayed reward. For example, participant S41 has a larger equivalence point than participant S21 (Figure 3-3B). This translates into a larger temporal discount rate, implying a greater impulsivity. However, we did not find a significant relationship between vigor and impulsivity (Figure 3-5C, $p=0.078$). Nor did we find any relationship between vigor and discount factor $k$ ($p=0.074$). Therefore, in this task the between-subject differences in saccade vigor were not a predictor of differences in decision-making.
Figure 3-5: We found no relationship between impulsivity and saccade vigor across individuals. A. Peak velocity as a function of amplitude for two representative participants. Subject 14 made consistently faster saccades than subject 6. For each subject, we fitted the velocity-amplitude data for nasal and temporal saccades separately to a two parameter hyperbolic function. Using these parameters, we computed the average relationship between velocity and amplitude across the population (dashed lines, right). Finally, we computed the between-subject measure of vigor as the scaling of the population average velocity-amplitude relationship. B. Goodness of fit of the hyperbolic model to the velocity-amplitude relationship in each subject. Dark and light gray bars represent fits to nasal and temporal saccades, respectively. C. Between-subject measure of saccade vigor was not a predictor of subjective equivalence between immediate and delayed rewards.
3.4 DISCUSSION

We considered saccades that participants made as they considered two monetary options: a small reward to be obtained immediately vs. a larger reward to be obtained at a delay of 30 days. We found that saccade vigor, a within-subject measure of peak velocity normalized by amplitude, was greater during the deliberation period, before the decision was made, than immediately after. Vigor dropped rapidly in trials in which participants made a quick decision, but dropped slowly in trials in which they took longer. Among the saccades made just before and just after the decision, saccades to the preferred option exhibited a greater vigor than saccades to the non-preferred option. The participants signaled their decision about one half second after saccade vigor diverged between the two options. The disparity between vigor of saccades to the two options near decision-time became larger as the difference in the subjective values of the two options increased. Therefore, during decision-making, the subjective value that the brain assigned to a stimulus was shared with the motor system, influencing the vigor with which the eyes moved toward that stimulus.

3.4.1 Link between the neural basis of vigor and encoding of reward

During decision-making, temporal discounting is associated with release of dopamine. When an animal makes a decision between a small magnitude, small-delay reward, and a large magnitude, large-delay reward, dopamine cells fire in response to each stimulus by an amount that correlates with the subjective value of that stimulus [22]. It appears that some of the neural circuits that are critical for control of vigor are also influenced by a neurotransmitter that has been linked to subjective valuation of reward. This link, we speculate, may be the reason for the modulation of saccade vigor during the deliberation process. Future functional imaging studies will allow us to assess this speculation.
3.4.2 Subjective value vs. motivational salience

We found that vigor reflected the subjective value of the stimulus that acted as the goal of the movement. However, an alternate hypothesis is that vigor is a reflection of the motivational salience of the stimulus. This alternate hypothesis predicts that because motivational salience associated with loss of $10 is greater than loss of $5, vigor will be greater toward -$10 than -$5, despite the fact that the subjective value of -$5 is greater than -$10. The subjective value hypothesis predicts the opposite: vigor should be higher for -$5 than -$10.

Kobayashi et al. [59] asked monkeys to view a cue that determined whether the upcoming saccadic eye movement was to be rewarded (apple juice), punished (airpuff), or neutral (sound). Motivational requirements were highest for juice and airpuff, and lowest for neutral, as evidenced by the fact that correct performance rates were highest in the reward and airpuff trials, and lowest in the neutral trials. In contrast, the subjective value was highest for juice, and lowest for airpuff. They observed that saccade peak velocity was highest for juice trials, lowest for airpuff, and in-between for neutral. This suggests that vigor is more affected by subjective value than motivational salience. However, an experiment that more directly asks this question remains to be performed.

Activity of saccade related cells in the lateral intraparietal sulcus (LIP) rises with the subjective value of the stimulus [60]. Is this a reflection of the utility of the stimulus, or the vigor of the upcoming movement? In Louie and Glimcher [60] the authors found that the change in population response in LIP was proportional to the change in subjective value, with a gain that was close to one. In contrast, here we found that change in saccade vigor was a maximum of 7% as compared to a change in subjective value of around 35%, a gain of 0.2. Therefore, we speculate that activity of LIP is more closely related to the utility of the action, as compared to the vigor of that action.
3.4.3 Modulation of vigor during decision-making

In our task, the decision was expressed by hitting a key and reward was associated with the choice of that key. The saccades were not associated with reward, but were a means by which the brain acquired information for the purpose of making the decision. This is in contrast to many earlier experiments where the act of making a saccade was itself associated reward [8] [5] [59], but see [61] [62]. Despite this, saccade vigor was modulated by subjective value of the stimulus. Our results suggested that during decision-making, actions that acquired information relevant to the eventual decision had a subjective value associated with them, as evidenced by the vigor of that action.

This view provides a potential explanation as to why vigor dropped after the choice was indicated. We speculate that saccades that were made during the deliberation period had a greater vigor because each movement acquired information relevant to the eventual reward. Once the choice had been indicated, the same actions no longer acquired relevant information. In this sense, the subjective values of the movements performed during deliberation were higher than those performed after.

A recent experiment by Cisek and colleagues [61] noted that urgent decisions were followed by more vigorous movements. They suggested that during decision-making, a rising urgency signal combined with the process of evidence accumulation, invoking a hastier (earlier) decision in some circumstances, a more deliberate (later) decision in other circumstances. Vigor was affected by the rate of rise of this urgency signal. These results complement our findings by demonstrating that in addition to subjective value of the stimulus, other contextual factors like rate-of-reward can affect both decision-making and movement vigor [63].

3.4.4 Between-subject differences in vigor

As in our earlier work [53], here we found that there were consistent between-subject differences in saccade vigor: some individuals moved their eyes with much greater velocity than other
individuals. In Choi et al. [53] we found that individuals who had greater saccade vigor were also less willing to wait in order to increase their probability of success. In that specific task we found that the high vigor individuals appeared impulsive. However, here in a value-based decision-making task we found no relationship between temporal discounts rates (as measured by point of subjective equivalence between the delayed and immediate rewards) and saccade vigor.

There are a number of reasons that could underlie this disparity. To measure temporal discounting, in Choi et al. [53] we designed a task in which each choice had an immediate and real consequence, acting as an operant reinforcement on the next choice. In contrast, here we measured temporal discounting in a task where choices had consequences that were not experienced until after the end of the experiment. While both types of approaches produce measures of temporal discounting, they produce inconsistent results in the same person [64], and produce greatly differing discount rates [65]. Therefore, fundamental differences in how one measures temporal discounting during decision-making may underlie differences in the two studies.

Another possibility is that in a value-based decision-making task without immediate consequences participants may have more control over their explicit decisions, a phenomenon commonly referred to as impulse control [66] [67]. For example, it has been shown that Parkinson’s disease patients who have been treated with a dopamine agonist have both increased saccade vigor [68] and a higher propensity for impulse control disorders [69]. Thus it seems possible that modulation of movement vigor is a measure which can be used to ascertain choice preference, even when subjects may be hiding their true preferences with their explicit decisions.

3.4.5 Conclusions

During deliberation period of a decision-making process, vigor was similar as saccades were made between the two options, but diverged about 0.5 seconds before decision-time, becoming greater for the option that was eventually chosen. Therefore, vigor of the movement that brought
the gaze toward an option was affected by the value that the brain assigned to that option.

Overall, our results suggest a link between the neural mechanism that assigns value to a stimulus, and the mechanism that controls vigor of movements toward that stimulus.
A SHARED MECHANISM FOR CONTROL OF VIGOR IN SACCADES, REACHING, AND HEAD MOVEMENTS

4.1 MATERIALS AND METHODS

4.1.1 Experiment 1: Head-fixed saccades

4.1.1.1 Participants
We asked n=335 healthy subjects (157 females), between the ages of 18 and 46 and with no known neurologic deficits, to participate in the first study (age 21.8±4.2, mean±sd). All were naïve to the paradigms and to the purpose of the experiments. Subjects slept 7.0±1.5 (mean±sd) hours the evening before the study. All participants signed a written consent form approved by the Texas State University Institutional Review Board. Each subject was compensated at a rate of $10 per hour for participating in the study.

4.1.1.2 Experimental protocol
We used a View Sonic 22-inch screen (47.4x29.7 cm, 1680x1050 pixels) to display the targets. The distance from the subject to the display was 55 cm. Subjects’ eyes were located approximately 42 cm from the level of the desk upon which the screen sat. Targets were displayed from 23.4-53.2 cm above the height of the desk. We used an Eyelink 1000 eye tracking system (SR Research) with a sampling rate of 1000 Hz to track the gaze orientation of the left eye of all subjects. We removed 49 subjects from all analyses due to poor eye tracker calibration, leaving a total of n=286 subjects for full analyses.

The first experiment was divided into two sessions. For the first session, subjects were asked to make a series of 100 saccades between two target locations. The targets were located symmetrically about the vertical meridian of the screen, at ±15 deg. The target was black, with a
white edge shading to aid subjects in fixation. Each of the 100 trials lasted 1 sec, for a total of 100 sec for the entire session. In this manner, subjects, knew the upcoming target location.

For the second session, subjects were asked to make a series of 100 saccades among random target locations on the viewing screen. Targets could appear anywhere between ±15 deg horizontally, and ±9 deg vertically. The minimum target jump size was 4 deg. As in the first session, each of the 100 trials lasted 1 sec. Importantly, because the target location was random, subjects could not predict the next location of the target. The spatial accuracy of the eye tracker was 0.48±0.17 deg and 0.50±0.17 deg for the first and second sessions, respectively.

4.1.2 Experiment 2: Head-free gaze shifts and reaching movements

4.1.2.1 Participants
We asked n=50 healthy subjects, between the ages of 18 and 45 and with no known neurologic deficits, to participate in the second study. All participants signed a written consent form approved by the Johns Hopkins University Institutional Review Board. They were compensated at a rate of $15/hr for participation.

4.1.2.2 Experimental protocol
Subjects sat in a darkened room in front of an LG Model 32LN5300 TV screen (70.0 x 39.5 cm, 1920 x 1080 pixels, light grey background, frame rate = 60 Hz). An Eyelink 1000 Remote recording system was used to acquire gaze position on the viewing screen at 500 Hz. Additionally, a Trakstar 3D Guidance electromagnetic tracking system (Northern Digital, Inc.) was used to record position and orientation of the head and hand at 200 Hz. All experimental procedures were approved by the Johns Hopkins Institutional Review Board.

We recorded simultaneous eye, head, and reaching movements as subjects completed a natural pointing task. Fifty subjects completed the task, 14 of which were excluded from all analyses because the proportion of primary saccades recorded for those subjects was below 65%.
For instance, if a subject blinked during the primary gaze shift, then we could not analyze the saccade and therefore could not record a movement for that trial. Subjects were presented with black visual targets (diameter=1 deg), and then reached and touched each target. The movement included motion of the eye, head, and arm, with amplitudes ranging from 10-50 deg in 24 subjects, and 30-50 deg in 12 subjects. Targets always appeared in the upper quadrant of the viewing screen, and appeared at the same vertical location throughout the experiment. In this manner, all gaze shifts and reaching movements were horizontal (i.e. leftward or rightward).

Of the 36 subjects that completed the task, 20 completed a version of the task consisting of 4-6 blocks (mean length 60 trials). The other 16 subjects completed a version of the task requiring completion of 16 blocks. These subjects completed four mini-sessions, each consisting of four blocks. During the first and third min-sessions, subjects were instructed to look at the targets as they appeared on the viewing screen. No instruction was given regarding head movements. During the second and fourth mini-sessions, subjects were instructed to look at and reach to the targets. Subjects were seated and strapped with seatbelt into a Corbeau Model Forza race car chair, which was mounted onto a rolling platform. The chair provided resistance to rotation of the torso, such that subjects’ gaze shifts consisted primarily of eye and head movements.

After completion of the head-free gaze shifts, we asked 23 subjects to complete four additional blocks of 60 saccades with head restrained using a dental bite bar. Subjects were located at a distance of 40 cm from the viewing screen, and the sampling rate of the eye tracker was 1000 Hz.

4.1.3 Data analysis

All data analyses were completed using either Matlab R2015b, or Matlab R2016a (Mathworks, Inc.). For each movement modality, we identified all primary movements for each subject.
Primary movements had a displacement that was at least 66% of that of the target on a given trial. The reaction time of all primary movements was less than 550 ms. We used all movements to construct a main sequence relationship of peak velocity and displacement for head, hand, and eye movements. For the saccade data, we used our definition of the main sequence from Experiment 1 based on 286 subjects. For the reaching and head movement data, we based our definition of the main sequence on the collection of all task-relevant movements of each modality.

Given the definition of the main sequence for each modality, we fit a scaling of this function (Equation 3.1) to each subject’s data. This provided an estimate of vigor of movements of the individual, which we used to assess conservation of vigor across modalities. We also used the fit of the main sequence to establish the vigor of each individual movement. This vigor was the ratio of the peak velocity to the expected peak velocity, at that movement’s displacement. We used our estimate of the vigor of individual movements to assess trial-to-trial changes in movement vigor.

4.2 RESULTS

4.2.1 Conservation of vigor of saccades

We previously showed that vigor of saccades is a consistent trait of the individual [53]. In particular, we showed that across-subject differences in saccade vigor are much more significant than day-to-day within-subject differences. Asymptotic peak velocities of subjects ranged from roughly 400 to 700 deg/sec, and those differences were consistent across multiple days. Here, we asked whether or not those across-subject differences were conserved in vertical saccades. We found a wide range of saccade vigor across the population. Importantly, subjects who exhibited high vigor for horizontal saccades also exhibited high vigor for vertical saccades.

We asked subjects (n=286) to make series of 100 saccades across the viewing screen at a rate of 1 Hz. Target location was constrained to lie within a rectangle ±15 deg horizontally and
$\pm 9$ deg vertically. The minimum target displacement was 4 deg. In this manner, we collected a series of both horizontal and vertical saccades in each subject. We repeated this 100-trial procedure twice in each subject. Average velocity profiles of vertical and horizontal saccades for subjects S141 and S270 are given in Figure 4-1A and B. These profiles correspond to saccades with total displacement between 10 and 20 deg. Subject S141 (black profiles) exhibited more vigorous saccades than Subject S270 (blue profiles) in both horizontal and vertical directions. Figure 4-1C and D show these between-subject differences for the main sequence of horizontal and vertical saccades. To construct the hyperbolic fits to the data in Figure 4-1C, we grouped all horizontal saccades recorded across the subject population, and fit Equation (3.1) to that data. We then fit each individual subject’s data to a scaling of this baseline definition of the horizontal main sequence of saccades. An analogous procedure was used to construct the fits to vertical saccades shown in Figure 4-1D. We observed a high degree of conservation of saccade vigor across subjects. Figure 4-1E gives vigor of vertical saccades of each subject as a function of their horizontal saccade vigor. Those subjects that exhibited more vigorous horizontal saccades also executed more vigorous vertical saccades ($R^2=0.63$).
Figure 4-1: Individuals with more vigorous horizontal saccades also exhibited more vigorous vertical saccades. A. Mean velocity profiles of vertical saccades for two subjects (S141 – high vigor, and S270 – low vigor). We averaged across all saccades with total displacement between 10 and 20 deg. Error bars are SD. B. Mean velocity profiles of horizontal saccades for the same two subjects. Error bars are SD. C. Main sequence relationship of peak velocity and displacement of horizontal saccades for subjects S141 (black dots) and S270 (blue dots). Light blue lines represent the fit of the definition of the main sequence of horizontal saccades to each subject’s data. D. Main sequence relationship of vertical saccades for the same two subjects. Light blue lines are the fit of the vertical main sequence to each subject’s data. E. Relationship of vigor of horizontal and vertical saccades across subjects. Each point represents a single subject. Different definitions of the main sequence were used for horizontal and vertical saccades. Error bars are SEM.
To summarize, we asked whether or not across-subject differences in vigor of horizontal saccades were conserved in vertical saccades. We found that these differences were indeed conserved across saccade directions. Thus, vigor seems to be a general property of the saccadic system, as opposed to a phenomenon which depends on the direction in which the saccade is executed.

4.2.2 Reaction times were lower for horizontal saccades

We next asked if there were any differences in the reaction time of saccades as a function of movement direction. We first split saccades into bins according to the total displacement of the saccade. Figure 4-2A and B shows average across-subject timing and magnitude of velocity profiles for horizontal and vertical saccades of magnitude 8-12 deg and 16-20 deg, respectively. We found that reaction times of horizontal saccades (purple traces) were lower for both saccade magnitudes. Figure 4-2C shows a histogram of the difference in timing of horizontal and vertical saccades across subjects. Horizontal saccades started 10 ms sooner, on average, than vertical saccades. We then split vertical saccades into two groups according to movement direction: upward and downward (Figure 4-2D). We found that downward-directed saccades were roughly 2-3% more vigorous than upward saccades (p<10^-4).
Figure 4-2: Subjects made horizontal saccades with a quicker reaction time than vertical saccades, and downward saccades were more vigorous than upward saccades. A. Mean velocity profiles of horizontal (purple) and vertical (blue) saccades across all subjects, aligned to time of target onset. We found the average profile of all saccades with displacement between 8 and 12 deg for each subject, and averaged across all subjects. Error bars are SEM. B. Mean across-subject velocity profiles of horizontal and vertical saccades of displacement between 16 and 20 deg. Error bars are SEM. C. Histogram of the difference in reaction time between vertical and horizontal saccades for all subjects. Horizontal saccades were made with quicker reaction time than their vertical counterparts. D. Histogram of the difference in vigor of downward and upward vertical saccades for each subject. Downward saccades were significantly more vigorous than upward saccades.
To summarize, we analyzed within-subject differences in reaction time and vigor vs. saccade direction. We found that horizontal saccades were generated with quicker reaction times than vertical saccades. In addition, downward-directed saccades were more vigorous (by roughly 2-3%) than upward saccades.

4.2.3 Speed-accuracy tradeoff in saccades

A number of previous works have emphasized the possible absence of a speed-accuracy tradeoff in saccades [5] [7]. Those works focused on the effects of reward on saccade execution. In particular, with the introduction of reward, saccades became both faster and more accurate. If motivational state has a significant effect on the speed-accuracy tradeoff in saccades, then there should be differences in this tradeoff across subjects. In particular, we would expect more motivated subjects to execute faster and more accurate saccades than their less motivated counterparts.

To test this hypothesis, we calculated the standard deviation of the distributions of peak velocity and saccade displacement for each subject in the first session of Experiment 1. Figure 4-3A and C gives the histograms of standard deviation of peak velocity and displacement, respectively, across all subjects.

To compare saccade accuracy to vigor, we needed an across-subject measure of vigor of saccades for each subject. We used the definition of the main sequence of horizontal saccades from Equation (3.1) to generate our baseline measure of saccade vigor. Each subject’s vigor was determined as a best-fit scaling of this baseline function to the main sequence relationship of peak velocity and displacement. We found that, across subjects, vigor of horizontal saccades was a weak predictor of standard deviation of peak velocity, although this relationship was not significant (Figure 4-3, R=0.10, p=0.08). Vigor of saccades predicted standard deviation of saccade displacement (Figure 4-3D, p<0.05), although this relationship was also weak (R=0.13).
Figure 4-3: We found a small yet significant speed-accuracy tradeoff in head-fixed saccades. 

**A.** Histogram of standard deviation of peak velocity for all subjects. For each subject, we found the standard deviation of peak velocity for all saccades to targets with displacement 15 deg.

**B.** Across-subject relationship between standard deviation of peak velocity and vigor of saccades. Each dot represents a single subject. Subjects with more vigorous saccades did not necessarily have higher noise in their peak velocities.

**C.** Histogram of standard deviation of displacement for all subjects, again for saccades following target displacement 15 deg.

**D.** Across-subject relationship between standard deviation of displacement of saccades and vigor. Subjects with more vigorous saccades had slightly higher variability in saccade displacement (p<0.05).
In summary, we asked whether or not the vigor with which a subject made horizontal saccades was a significant predictor of that subject’s saccade execution accuracy. We found that vigor was a significant predictor of execution accuracy across subjects, although this effect was quite small. Thus, in the absence of reward, subjects with more vigorous saccades exhibited more noise in saccade execution, suggesting the existence of a speed-accuracy tradeoff in saccades.

4.2.4 Conservation of vigor across movement modalities

We then asked whether vigor was conserved across movement modalities. We recorded simultaneous eye, head, and reaching movements in subjects (n=36) as they completed a natural pointing task. Subjects were presented with visual targets, and then reached and touched that target. Of the 36 subjects, 20 were asked to complete 4-6 blocks with mean 60 trials, whereas the other 16 were asked to complete 16 blocks containing 70 trials. This latter group of subjects performed 8 blocks with reaching movements, and 8 blocks consisting of only head-free gaze shifts to the targets (i.e. no reaching movements).

We first analyzed saccade peak velocity and reaction time as a function of displacement. We binned each of these parameters based on target displacement (bin width = 10 deg). Figure 4-4A and C presents saccade reaction time and peak velocity, respectively, as a function of target displacement. We found that, as target displacement increased, reaction time of saccades increased, whereas that of head movements generally decreased. This decrease in the reaction time of head movements relative to saccades was already reported [70]. We also found a slight increase in the reaction time of reaching movements with target displacement, although this effect was much less appreciable. Across subjects, was found the typical nonlinear relationship between saccade peak velocity and displacement. However, peak velocities of both reaching movements and head movements increased in a linear fashion with target displacement.
Figure 4-4E and F shows all gaze shifts for a single subject for target displacements of 30 and 40 deg, respectively. Head motion started consistently later than eye motion. There was a large amount of trial-to-trial variability in the starting head orientation; this was due to an effect of the previous trial’s target location. Once the saccade was complete, the vestibule-ocular reflex (VOR) kept the subject’s gaze fixated on the target while the head continued to rotate. Figure 4-4G and H shows the same subject’s set of reaching movements during the same trials for which target displacement was 30 and 40 deg, respectively. In general, the hand motion started well after the saccade (Figure 4-4A).
Figure 4-4: Movement kinematics for the combined gaze shift-reaching task.  

A. Reaction time of head (green), hand (blue), and eye (black) movements vs. target displacement with reaching. In general, reaction time of both reaching movements and saccades increased with displacement, whereas that of head movements tended to decrease. Error bars are SEM.  

B. Reaction time vs. target displacement without reaching. In the absence of reaching movements, there was no effect of target displacement on head movement reaction time. Error bars are SEM.  

C. Peak velocity vs. target displacement with reaching. We observed a linear relationship between peak velocity and displacement for head (green) and hand (blue) movements. Error bars are SEM.  

D. Peak velocity vs. target displacement without reaching.  

E. Trajectories of all gaze shifts for subject S9 to targets of displacement 30 deg. Leftward trajectories have negative orientation values. Head, eye-in-head, and gaze on screen are shown in blue, gray, and purple, respectively. Black lines denote mean trajectories of each type.  

F. Trajectories of all gaze shifts for subject S9 to targets with displacement 40 deg. Color key is the same as in (E). Leftward trajectories have negative orientation. Black lines denote mean trajectories of each type.  

G. Trajectories of all reaching movements to targets of displacement 30 deg for subject S9.  

H. Trajectories of all reaching movements to targets of displacement 40 deg for subject S9.
To address our question of conservation of vigor across movement modalities, we needed a definition of across-subject vigor of movements for reaching and head movements, in addition to saccades. To generate these definitions, we used the same two-parameter hyperbolic relationship between size and peak velocity that we used for saccades (Equation (3.1)). For reaching movements, we pooled together all movements made by all subjects in the task, and fit the two-parameter model to that data. This was our baseline definition of the velocity-displacement relationship of reaching movements. We then scaled this baseline definition either up or down to fit each individual subject’s data, giving a one-parameter estimate of across-subject vigor of reaches. We used the same procedure to estimate vigor of head movements.

Figure 4-5A shows the main sequence relationship of peak velocity and displacement for reaching movements for subjects S9 and S11. Subject S9 exhibited markedly faster reaching movements than S11. Figure 4-5B and C shows the main sequence of saccades for subjects S25 and S3, and head movements for subjects S9 and S16. We observed a marked difference in the vigor of the movements generated by both pairs of subjects, highlighting the large range of vigor of movements that we observed in each modality. Given our estimates of vigor of movements in each modality, we then asked whether or not vigor was conserved across all three modalities. Figure 4-5D shows the relationship between vigor of head movements and head-free saccades. Each point represents a single subject. We observed a weak positive relationship, although it did not reach significance. Similarly, we observed no significant relationship between vigor of reaching movements and that of head-free saccades (Figure 4-5E). We did, however, observe a positive relationship between vigor of reaching and head movements (Figure 4-5F, $R^2=0.64$, $p<10^{-5}$).
Figure 4-5: We found a significant positive correlation between vigor of reaching and head movements.  

A. Main sequence relationship between peak velocity and displacement of reaching movements for subjects S9 (black dots) and S11 (blue dots). We first fit a baseline hyperbolic function to all reaching movement data from all subjects (n=36). We then scaled this baseline definition of the reaching main sequence up and down in order to fit each individual subject’s data. Single-subject fits of the main sequence for subjects S9 and S11 are shown as gray and black lines, respectively.

B. Main sequence relationship of peak velocity and displacement of saccades of subjects S25 (black dots) and S3 (blue dots). We first collected all data from all subjects (n=36) who completed the head-free gaze shift task. We then determined the baseline definition of the main sequence of saccades with a fit to all across-subject data. For each individual subject, we scaled the baseline definition to best fit that subject’s data. Best fit lines for subjects S25 and S3 are given as grey and black lines, respectively.

C. Main sequence relationship between velocity and displacement of head movements generated by subjects S9 and S16. We pooled head movement data across all subjects and computed a baseline definition of the main sequence of head movements. We then scaled this definition to fit each subject’s main sequence relationship individually. Single-subject fits to the head movement data for subjects S9 and S16 are given as grey and black lines, respectively.

D. Across-subject relationship between vigor of head movements and saccades generated during the head-free task. There was a slight positive trend, although this trend did not reach significance.

E. Across-subject relationship between vigor of reaching movements and vigor of head-free saccades. We found no significant trend.

F. Across-subject relationship between vigor of reaching movements and vigor of head movements. We found a significant increase in reaching movement vigor with head movement vigor ($R^2=0.64, p<10^{-5}$).
To summarize, we observed no significant relationship between vigor of reaching movements and saccades, or head movements and saccades. We did, however, observe a significant positive relationship between vigor of head movements and reaching movements, across subjects. That is, those subjects that moved their hand faster than average were also those who moved their head faster.

4.2.5 Temporal modulation of movement vigor

Each subject had a baseline level of vigor of saccades, head movements, and reaching movements. For 19 subjects, we were unable to ascertain the baseline vigor of head movements, as they chose not to move the head to shift gaze from one target to the next. This was not a requirement of the task. Thus, for those subjects, we could not estimate vigor of individual head movements. We used the same procedure presented in Section 3.2.3 to estimate the vigor of a single movement. That is, for each movement, we defined vigor as the peak velocity of the movement divided by the expected peak velocity at that movement’s displacement. Note that the expected movement is a function of the subject’s baseline amount of vigor, and thus is different from subject to subject. Given this definition of vigor of individual movements, we asked whether or not temporal changes (i.e. changes with trial number) in one modality predicted similar changes in other modalities.

Figure 4-6A shows change in within-subject vigor of reaching movements versus time. We found that, with the exception of the first trial of the experiment, vigor of reaching movements was highest at the first trial of the block, and declined abruptly within each block. We also observed the well-established decay in saccade vigor within each block (Figure 4-6B) [6] [63]. Although we did not have the same amount of data with which to analyze trial-to-trial changes in head movement vigor, we did observe an appreciable decline in vigor within each block (Figure 4-6C). That is, within a block, as the vigor of saccades declined, so did that of both
reaching movements and head movements. Vigor of all modalities was highest at the outset of the block, and declined to lowest values by block end.

In summary, during the task, each subject exhibited natural variability in their vigor. Given a subject's average vigor of movements for each modality, we studied within-subject changes in vigor about this mean. We found that within a subject, trial-to-trial changes in vigor of saccades were correlated with changes in vigor of both head movements and reaching movements. Specifically, vigor of all three movement modalities increased abruptly following a set break, and then decreased exponentially within-set.
Figure 4-6: Temporal modulation of vigor of saccades was accompanied by similar changes in vigor of reaching and head movements. For each movement modality (reaching movements, saccades, and head movements), we defined the vigor of a single movement as the peak velocity of that movement divided by the expected peak velocity given that movement’s total displacement. We used this ratio of peak velocity to expected peak velocity as our definition of vigor of a single movement. This definition was the same across all modalities. A. Within-subject changes in vigor of reaching movements. Error bars are SEM. B. Within-subject changes in vigor of saccades. Error bars are SEM. C. Within-subject changes in vigor of head movements. Error bars are SEM.
5 CONCLUSIONS

This dissertation presents an investigation of the characteristics of natural movement vigor in humans. The work began with the observation that different individuals exhibit vastly different levels of vigor when performing everyday tasks. Take, for example, walking speed. Some individuals tend to walk at a brisk pace, seemingly in a rush to get from one location to another. Other individuals consistently walk at much slower speeds. Of course walking speed is a function of circumstance, changing with factors ranging from weather to mood to tardiness. However, I argue that, once we strip away all of these circumstantial factors, there still remain great differences in movement vigor from one individual to the next. Moreover, there must be a neural architecture in place which governs these differences in natural movement vigor.

In Chapter 2, we showed that vigor responded sharply to changes in rate of reward. As rate of reward increased, saccade velocities increased and reaction times decreased. Decreasing rate of reward had the opposite effect on movement vigor. The changes in vigor were explained by a computational model built on the premise that the brain monitors and updates an internal estimate of rate of reward. We showed that a model built on maximization of absolute reward (sans time) could not explain the observed changes in vigor.

In Chapter 3, we assessed the relationship between saccade vigor and choice preference. In particular, we used a task in which subjects had to make a decision between two monetary rewards, a smaller amount to be received immediately and a larger reward available after 30 days. We found that saccade vigor served as a marker of the decision making process: in particular, vigor dropped sharply once subjects made a decision. One interpretation of the drop in vigor was as a response to a drop in utility of movements: once the decision was made, movements provided no additional information. We also found that, around the time of decision, saccade
vigor encoded choice preference. As the subjective value of the stimulus increased, the movement vigor to that stimulus also increased.

Finally, in Chapter 4, we assessed movement vigor in three modalities: saccades, head movements, and reaching movements. We found that vigor of head and reaching movements was conserved across individuals. That is, those individuals who exhibited the most vigorous reaching movements also had the most vigorous head movements. Saccade vigor had a slight positive relationship with head and reaching movements, but this effect was not significant. We also demonstrated synchronous changes in movement vigor of saccades, head movements, and reaching movements, about the individual’s baseline vigor. At set breaks, the vigor of all three movement modalities tended to increase, followed by a subsequent within-set decrease.

Taken together, the findings presented in this dissertation suggest that movement vigor may be characterized as a trait of the individual. Indeed, as of 2016, the Merriam-Webster® Dictionary lists the definition of trait as “a quality that makes one person or thing different from another.” This dissertation presents clear evidence that vigor of movements varies greatly across individuals. Moreover, it suggests that these differences are expressed in multiple movement modalities.

A vast array of factors affects vigor of movements, including but not limited to mood, weather, time of day, amount of sleep, and motivational state. However, when we strip away all of these factors to investigate natural movement vigor of the individual, we find large, consistent differences across individuals. These consistent differences, which are conserved across movement modalities, are the signature of movement vigor as a trait of the individual.
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